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Statement of Issue

The issue of funding for Iowa's area colleges is a complex

one that is filled with a variety of perceptions of what is fair

and what is equitable. The issue is one that is emotionally

charged for the individuals, groups, and agencies most closely

connected with the funding of the area colleges. The issue

appears to have two major components. The first component focuses

on the distribution of funds within the statewide system of area

colleges and is raised by those who perceive their merged area is

not receiving a fair share of the resources being distributed.

The second component of the issue focuses on a concern expressed

by many in the area colleges that the amount of money

appropriated for the colleges has not, in recent years, been an

equitable share of the monies appropriated for the other

institutions of higher education in the state (e.g. The

University of Iowa, Iowa State, etc.). This second component is

compounded somewhat by those comparing Iowa's funding for the

area colleges with the funding increases provided to community

colleges in surrounding states.

In this analysis, each of the two areas mentioned will be

explored, but more empasis will be placed on the equity question

being raised within the system of area colleges than on the

latter. Far purposes of distinction, reference to these two

components as "internal equity" and "external equity" will be

used.
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This analysis will attempt to acknowledge and take into

account biases that may exist by persons or groups having

significant personal, professional and practical investment and

interest in the issues at hand. Since much of the input on this

issue was gathered through personal interviews with interested

parties, other data that could be used to support the data

collected during the interviews was also incorporated as often as

possible.

Interview input was gathered from area college presidents or

superintendents, finance officers, the Department of Public

Instruction, the Director of the Trustees Association, the

President of the area college's President's Association, and

national or regional research leaders from several major

universities. In addition, written documents including research

reports, position papers, historical discriptions of the area

colleges and their funding, state law summaries covering the area

colleges, budget summaries and reports, and other written

references listed at the conclusion of this analysis.

The funding equity issue, both internal and external have

in the last three to six years become of increased importance

within the area colleges. The increased level of awareness of

the issue has been primarily due to the concern and efforts made

on the part of merged areas IX, X, and XV. The amount of funding

received per reported full time equivalent enrollment (FTEE)

through general state aid for these three area colleges places

UV COPY AVAILABLE
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them at the bottom of the ranking for all the area colleges.

This apparent divergence in state support has resulted primarily

from the several approaches to funding that has been employed by

the Department of Public Instruction over the past twenty years

of administering the state appropriated funds to the area

colleges. Additional detailed information may be found in

appendix A.

Historical Analysis

History is a description by one or more persons of events of

past. It is a story told by a person or group based on evidence

gathered about those events past. It frequently cor.tains the

interpretations of those events by those who are recalling them.

This history will be no differant. It will begin with the

organization of the merged area schools in 1965 and will describe

with as much accuracy as possible, the development of that system

and its approach to funding the coil, 's created or incorporated

into the system.

The area colleges were legally conceived through the passage

of the Senate File 550 in 1965. This bill provided for the

development of a statewide system of up to twenty merged area

schools. The purpose of this system was to meet the local and

state needs of adults for post-econ,lary and adult education. Few

limitations other than a minimum current high school population

were imposed by the legislature in organizing th2se area schools.

The response to this opportunity was favorable and lead in the

following year to the development of fifteen merged area schools

5
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with fourteen actually beginning operations in that year.

Although these merged area schools were thought of as

providing education for adults, they were organized at the state

level under the public school system through the Department of

Public Instruction and under the State Board of Public

Instruction. Some of these area schools became community

colleges and others became area vocational schools. Additional

comments on this organizational structure will be noted later in

the section dealing with organizational analysis.

The fifteen area schools; which will be referred to as area

colleges have grown significantly since their inception. The

enrollments have gone from 11,134 FTEE in 1966-67 to 54,605 FTEE

in 1983-84 according to enrollments reported to the Department of

Public Instruction. The FTEE or fUll time equivalent enrollment

will be

analysis.

would be

used as a basis of standardization throughout this

It is based on the number of students the institution

serving if each student were attending some type of

instruction fifteen hours per week for an entire semester.

These enrollments reflect instruction provided in three

major areas. These are:

1. Adult education, including adult basic education for

adults with less than an eight grade education, high school

completion programs for adults, supplementary career programs in

.ocational and techinical education for upgrading employed

citizens, and continuing education for adults in pre-occupational

6
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training, avocation and recreation, and other interests.

2. Career education in vocational and technical education

providing preparation for immediate employment.

3. College parallel programs that may be transferred to

other colleges and universities as the equivalent of the first

two years of a four-year baccalaureate degree program.

Iowa's system like many of those developed during the past

two decades embraced the notion of the "open-door" admissions

policy which was to provide educational and career development

assistance to adults regardless of their previous educational

background. This posture meant all area colleges would need to

provide support for students to develop minimal skills needed to

enter career and college parallel programs) supplemental services

to handicapped and disadvantaged students, and remedial and

developmental assistance.

The organizational history of the Iowa area colleges is

similiar in philosophy and purpose to many other systems

developed in the early to mid 1960'b. It is a statewide

comprehensive, post-secondary system providing educational and

training opportunities to those who otherwise might not receive

these services and the benefits of the education and training.

It was a time of shifting from post-secondary education for a few

to expanded educational opportunity for many. The motives of

legislative and other political bodies in establishing these

systems were varied. Regardless of motive, these colleges which
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were seen by many as "the peoples college" were very popular and

developed much more rapidly in the past twenty years than has

their funding.

The historical development of the Iowa area colleges which

is more germane to this analysis i the history of the funding

for the area colleges. This history includes not only the

development of sources of funding but also the mechanisms for

distributing those funds to the colleges. The analysis of

funding presented here is based primarily on a paper prepared by

Charles R. Moench, Director of the Area Schools Division of the

Department of Public Instruction (see appendix B), and on

personal interviews. The interviews conducted with several area

college administrators attest to the accuracy of the historical

description of fiscal development.

The initial sources of funding for the area colleges are

essentially the same of the sources available for operating the

colleges today. These sources include:

1. Tuition and fees charged to students for services and

materials.

2. Local property taxes collected through a state

established levy.

J. State and federal vocational and adult reimbursement.

4. State general aid.

In addition to these sources of operating funds, other

sources of income have been available to the area colleges. Among

these sources of aid are: federal grants, gifts, income from

8
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sales of goods and services, and contracts with state and federal

agencies. These other sources of income will not play a major

role in this analysis.

Fund sources for the purchase of sites and the construction

of buildings have been issued through a seperate

separate fund, called the Plant Fund, has had three primary

sources of revenue. These sources include (a) a ten year local

tax levy, (b) vocational facility grants approved by the state

legislature, and (c) federal grants provided through the Higher

Education Facilities Act. The Plant Fund might also include

gifts and bond issues consistent with the fund's purpose which

are approved by local citizens.

As with the minor sources of income refered to above, the

Plant Fund seems to be on only secondary interest to the issue at

hard in this analysis. However, since it has represented major

investments in the area colleges it needs to be presented for the

completeness of the fiscal picture.

The initial conditions placed on the primary sources of

funds distributed to tne area colleges for operating purposes

provide an important basis upon which subsequent changes are more

easily understood. The Department of Public Instruction

initially required that the tuition collected per semester from

each full time student not exceed $100 or the equivalent. The

changes in this and other approaches to funding will be analyzed

in more detail in the fiscal section of this paper. However, it

important here to note that students were expected to pay a

9
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portion of the cost of operating the area collges. This

represents a contrast to systems like those in California which

were designed as tuition free systems.

The local tax levy for the area colleges was established at

a flat rate for the entire state. Since this rate is the same

today as when it was first established, revenues derived from

this source have changed with the assessed valuation of the local

properties within an area college district. It has generally

increased over the past twenty years with the exception of some

decreases in a given merged area during recent years.

The reimbursement programs provided through the Department

of Public Instruction have consisted of federal and state dollarE

for vocational and adult education programs. These monies were

provided and their distribution carried out on a reimburseable

basis defined by their sources.

State general aid initially grew out of public school model

based on the average daily attendance of students. The rate

established in the code was $2.25 per contact' hour for each

student enrolled in twelve or more semester hours, times the

number of attendance days in the college's calendar. The

"formula" for determining general state aid has changed somewhat

from its original conception. It has moved from an average daily

attendance concept to the one which is currently in the school

code, which uses the $2.25 rate for a defined number of days for

the number of full-time equivalent enrollments (FTEE). The

current code is described in greater detail in Chapter 286A.9 of

10
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the Iowa school code (appendix C). This change created a system
that was to be driven by FTEE which was based on contact hours,
with laboratory' and some adult education contact hours being

discounted to half the value of a lecture contact hour.

'Although the state extablished a funding formula for the.

area colleges, the monies needed fo funo the formula were not

appropriated by the legislature. Consequently, instead of fully
funding the formula a reduced rate of $2.01 was used in 1968 and
$1.67 in 11969. The shortfall of funding created problems and

concerns in the area colleges as well as in the legislature. The
chariges in the formula or approach to funding will be further --

analyzed later in this paper. This ayalysis will show a complex,

sometimes seemingly arbitrary approach to funding the area
colleges. Subsequent changes were all instituted in an attempt
to distribute funds based on a variety of criterion including (a,
premiums to area colleges identified as develnping institutions,

."....

(b) the percent of state population residing within the area0

college's district, (c) enrollments,'(d) a compa!-ison of property

valuation revenues behind each student with adjustments for those
below the state average, (e) the percent of population within the

district served, (f) inflation, (g) average tuition costs with

adjustments for those above or below the state average, (h)

program cost centers, and (i) salary adjustments. In order to

get some sense of the range of complexity of these approaches it

is noted that at one point over one hundred cost centers were

considered as part of the funding rationale and at another point
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a percent of the previous year was the only basis for funding.

All of these funding approaches have anttcipated more founds

than were appropriated by the legislature. The difference

between what was expected and what was actually appropriated,-

coupled with a cons antly changing funding formula has produced

confusion, suspicion, ancer, resentment and mistrust among the

area colleges.

The approach used to fund the area colleges in Iowa may be

summarized as one in which the financial support for opert7Lng the

colleges has been shared by the state through general state aid,

the students through tuition and fees, and the local property

owners through the -.al tax levy. The current picture has the

state providing approximate.ly 50% of the funding, the students

approximately 27X, and the local support at about 117..

Although all parties benefiting from the services of area

colleges parti'cipate in their funding, the issue of how the state

aid has been distributed has become much more emphatically

discussed and debated in the past five or six years. The

competition for state dollars for education, to fight poverty

for environmental concerns, and other social concerns will likely

escalate in the years to come (Wattenbarger and Cage, 1474).

Fiscal Analysis

The financial concerns and needs of the area colleges must

be analyzed from a variety of perspectives. These include (a)

types of revenu (b) types of expenditures, (c) methods of

12
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distribui.ing funds, and id) the issues of equity inherent in the

collection and disbursement of funds supporting the system.

Sources gi Revenue

The genRral state aid. The state aid for Iowa's area

colleges currently make up approximately 54% of the total

operational revenues received by the colleges. The range of

percentages for the area colleges is a low of 45% for area IX to

a high of 577. for area VII (DPI report *6100- E69240,1984). The

aid comes from legislative action allocating money generated

through coporate taxes, state sales tax, personal income tax, and

other secondary tax sources including legalized gambling. The

state Department of Public Instruction reports that state aid has

increased from 25.8 million dollars in fiscal year 1976 to 57.6

million dollars in fiscal year 1984, an increase of 23%. During

the same time period the enrollments in the area colleges went

from 39,443 FLEE to 5©,886 FTEE, an increase of approximately

30%. The financial figures are not adjusted for inflation.

The local grogerty tax._ The state established a statewide

levy of *4.2025 per 1000 dollars of assessed valuation to support

the operating expenses of the area colleges. Thit levy currently

produces 10.8% of the revenue for the area college's operational

budgets. The range is from 7.557. in area VI, to 15.86% in area

Tuition and fees collected by Igcal colleges. The tuition

and fees collected by the area colleges is a locally established

process. Currently, tuition and fees make up 27.637. of the

13
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budgets of the area colleges when looking at the average figures
across the state.

The pattern of revenue sources as a percent of budget is
presented in table 1 below.

Table I

Progortion of Auea School Income Deriyed frgm Maior Funding

Sources for Fiscal yegrs 12§Z ttEou2b, 1984

rim cal
_Lac.

Tuition
Amtriu

Local
MaAau

State
AnwaLIM

Rate aa6
It floral

12c.11t

All Other
Sonrosa Full-Use lbassisalect

ALMacow lualimalaALLALIdwila
.

1967 13.05% 27.19% 00.00% 42.86% 16.00% 11,134.23 $ 6,608,823(1)
.1968 1332% 16.46% 3631% 26.02% 6.89% 17,94425 20,172,391

1969 20.99% "5.46% 23.10 31.74% 8.625 21,443.82 25,436 ,135
1970 20.95% 18.06% 29.32% 23.21% 1.46% 24,158.86 31,358,404
1971 23.59% 15.14% 28.98% 21.46% 10.13% 28,185.68 36,834,495

1972 24.06% 14.04% 29.78% 28.74% 11.38% 32,553.52 40,674,524

1973 2'3.24% 13.12% 30.19% 20.12% 13.33% 34,245.23 46,090,174

19711 22.74% 11.79% 30.92% 20.99% 13.61% 35,316.29 51.387 ,102

1975 21.49% 5.423(1) 31.63% 18.74% 22.725 361393.43 62,045 ,181

1976 21.58% 9.88% 34.76% 16.10% 17.68% 43,761.51 71,872,955

1977 21.65% 14.515, 38.06% 15.325 10.46% 44,413.94 73329.224
1978 21.95% 11.30% 39.84% 16.62% 10.92% 42,720.68 80,719,178

1979 21.17% 11.58% 42.08% 16.15% 9.02% 44,573.28 13,418,803

1980 21.17% 10.89% 42.99% 15.71% 9.24% 41,049.81 17,585090
1931 23.41% 10.57% 42.39% 13.11% 10.51% 53,009.04 1138,350 ,545

1982 25.13% 10.95% 42.52% 11.53% 9.27% 54,616.42 113,278,499
1983 36.32% 10.64% 44.23% 10.15% 8.66% 55,810,72 123,399,913
1984 27.631% 10.79% 42.51% 10.36% 1.64$ 54,605.88 128,955 ,740

- Due to Osage is fiscal year tax levy and &aortal &caftan/as, tax Ivry ger-
arotaipr use vas rat:Woad alma used urrestrioted finds la otbar looms iacraaaad.

laoluaea lair, tar lawn repiyaent. 112.70400 3.46%
14.51% - 3.46% 11.053

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The allowable expenditures by the area colleges occur

through five line items. Thesri currently include (a) salaries at

69.68%, (b) services at 19.23%, (c) supplies and travel at 5.30%,
(d) other expenses at 2.24%, and (e) capital outlay at 3.557. (DPI

report *6100- E59373- 4/84). These procedures are standard
accounting approaches prescribed by the state and are simili'ar to

procedures used in other statewide systems of community colleges.
The area colleges use eight funds as sources from which to

draw their expenses. These are defined in the accounting manual
and include:

1. The current general fund for operations and support of

educational programs of the college as a whole.

2. The restricted general fund which is used for the same
purposed as the general fund in item 1 with the exception that
these funds are restricted by an outside agency or person.

3. The auxiliary fund is used for institutionally controlled
funds and are generally divided into non-instructional sale
services, and activities that are instructional but produce
salable goods or services.

4. The agency fund represents monies received, held, and

disbursed by the college for other agencies.

5. The scholarship fund provides for scholarships or off-
campus work-study programs.

6. The loan fund provides loans to needy students.

7. The plant fund is used for capital development and major

capital improvements.

MME
15
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is or endowments

which normally keeps the principal in tact.

Methods of Distrigution

Several methods of distributing state ft..nds to area colleges

are currently being used across Lhe country. In a study of

approaches to funding Sterns (1975) identified four basis for the

distribution of funds. These approaches are:

1. The negotiated approach to budgeting, where each

institutitor. negotiates separately and directly with the agency

distributing the funds.

2. The unit rate structure, where funding is provided by the

state based on some unit (e.g. FTEE, credit hours, contact

hours).

The minimum foundation approach which attempts to

equalize the local and state support thoroughtout the system.

4. The cost-centered approach based upon the cost of

operating instr,....=tional or instructional support centers.

The Department of Public Instruction has, in consultation

with the Area School Trustee's Association and the President's

Association, used a variety of approaches in distributing the

money appropriated by the legislature over the past two decades.

These approaches are summarized in table 2 below.

UST COPY AVAILMILE
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Table 2

Methods of Distrituting Eunds in Iowa's Area Schools

YEAR APPROACH TO FUND DISTRIBUYION

1965-66 no state aid was provided

1966-67 based on enrollment as of May 1, 1967, funded

as though this enrollment were the average

daily attendance but at $1.91 instead of

$2.25 as specified in the code

1967-68 same as previous year funded at $2.01

1968-69 same as previous year, funded at $1.67

1969-71 used line item appropriations, eight area

colleges were allowed a growth factor of 5%,

remaining funds were distributed as a percent

of total state population in the district

1971-73 line item appropriations as in the previous

biennium adjustments for those colleges

which exceeded their projected enrollments,

additional funds distributed on a basis of

property valuation behind each student and

percent of the population being served

1973-75 an increase of 6% in line items was allowed,
total expenses were then decreased by the sum

of income from projected tuition, the three-

quarter mill levy, state and federal

vocational and adult education reimbursements

and other revenues including federal sources,

sur COPY AVAILABLE
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1977-79

1979-81

1981-83

1983-84
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additional funds were awarded for equipment

replacement up to 4.5% of the current

inventory

a cost center approach, calculated expenses

then subtracted revenues, adjusted for multi-

campus operations

continued cost center approach, number of

cost centers expanded to eleven major centers

and subdivided these into over one hundred

centers, expenditures calculated and revenues

subtracted to determine aid, allowable range

was from 4-20%

continuation of FY79 budget, excluded federal

revenues, limited unrestricted fund balances

allowable at the end of the year, budget

reduced by 4.6% in FY81 to comply with law

cost center approach with incremental

increase

continued approach from previous year

1984-85 cost center approach, equilization requested

but not supported, budget reduced by 297.

A more detailed analysis in contained in appendix B.

Fiscal Eguity Across the State.

Wattenbaroer and Cage (1974) describe guidelines that were

developed within the framework of equal-opportunity provided to

students participating in state funded community college systems.

18
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These guidelines are: (a) free tuition, (b) open to all beyond

high school age, (c) state pr,'Iided funds to guarantee some

minimum level of statewide community college level of education,

(d) the state uses some objective formula which provides for

equalization measures in distribution of funds. Their belief was

that these guidelines would provide equity across the state

system for those participating in the educational opportunities

being offered. In more recent thought, the no tuition postUre as

a guide to equity has been modified to little or no tuition or

even to an equalized tuition across the system (Breneman and

Nelon, 1981).

In the same study: Breneman and Nelsrin (1981) summarized

their finding in the area of equity. They conclude that (a) low

or no tuition is, not necessarily more equitable than charging

tuition; (b) a comparison of two and four year colleges does not

support the claim that two year community college students

receive less support than their lower division counterparts at

four year institutions and universitites, and (c) state funding

formulas should help balance local wealth in supporting the

community college system.

Several studies, including Arney (1967), Wattenbarger and

Cage (1974), Sterns (1975), Games (1977), Martorana and

Wattenbarger (1976) and Breneman and Nelson (1961), have

suggested criterion for basing community college funding. Those

suggested by Martorana and Wattenoarger (1978) provide a

framework within which funding approaches can be evaluated and

ow COPY *VALI/41LE 19
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appear to encompass most of the elements of the other approaches.

They suggest the following financial procedures:

The procedures should be consistent with the goals of the

community colleges to provide open access, b.) comprehensive, and

ensure enough local control to be responsive to local needs.

2. The control of academic policy should remain in the hands

of the local administrators Eand faculty.

3. The plan should be objective in weighting assigned to

various components of the plan.

4. A minimum level of quality and service provided should be

assured.

5. The locally approved budget should provide local

administrators flexibility in administering the budget.

6. The procedures should insure inter-district equity of tax

burdens,

7. The colleges should be held accountable to their major

funding sourced through adequate procedures that are nest

stifiling.

The study by Wattenbarger and Bibby (1981) evaluated each of

these criterion as a function of funding approach. This analysis

is presented in table 3 below. It should be noted the study is

suggesting a quality based approach to funding as an alternative

to the other four approaches evaluated.

BEST COPY AVAILASLIE
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Table 3

Evaluation gf State Ecocedures to Finance Community ggllege2

Evaluation Negoti- Unit- Minimum Cost-Criteria ated rate Foundation based
(5=strongest) Budget Formula FInding

1. Consistency

with goals

a. open access

b. compre-

hensiveness

1

1

3

2

4

4

3

5

local control 5 4 3

2. Local policy

prerogatives 1 5 4 4

3. Funding

objectivity 4 4 5

4. Protection of

quality 2

5. Local budget

flexibility 4 4

Equity of tax

burden 5 3 5 4

7. Accountability

a. to state 5 1 3 5

b. to district 1 4 -r 4

Cumulative index 19 33 36 40

21
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It is important to look at these data since the equity issue

is expanded somewhat to include the equity of the tax burden as

well as equity behind each student through state and federal

support.

The Department of Public Instruction has used each of these

approaches or portions of them in conjunction with other elements

over the past twenty years. As the paper in appendix A suggests,

the attempt by the department has been to respond to the need of

area college's and trustees' group as well as the legislative

appropriations. This has resulted in no single long term

commitment to a funding approach for the area colleges.

The processes described above have lead to variations in the

amounts appropriated to the area colleges over the years. The

amount of funding per FTEE over the past eight years is

illustrated in appendix D. In examining these data the fiscal

concern raised by some of the area t_olleges becomes quite

apparent. For example, in the past five years, area college

district XV at Ottumwas has been at the bottom of the ranking for

state aid received per reported FTEE and at the bottom of the

ranking based on local support per FTEE. The fiscal year 1984

ranking is shown in figure 1 below.
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Figure 1
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External Eguity

A fiscal analysis related to external equity is also of
interest at this point. The equity related to the level and
rates of increse in funding provided to other areas of higher
education in Iowa is illustrated in for comparison purposes for
the last biennium in table 4 below.
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Table 4

St ate Tga eggcoRrigtign IncEeases r gm 19§1.712U

Iowa (For Higher Education)

University of Iowa j + 6%

Iowa State University + 6%

University of Northern Iowa + 57.

Board of Regents + 6%

Student Aid +40%

Area Schoois + 2%

The nationwide averagstate aid appropriated per FTEE

student for 1982-83 as reported in the Chronicle of Higher

Education on September 19,1984, was $1687 per FTEE, while the

average state aid for each FTEE student in Iowa was $1108 during

that same period. Although it is difficult to compare these

figures because the methods of ,calcuIating the FTE student may

vary from one state to another, it does appear that Iowa is

somewhat below the. national average in state aid behind each

student.

In order to draw more definitive conclusions from the data

on funding provided for each community college student across the

nation, a more in-depth, longitudinal study would be needed.

This study would necessarily look at past equities, growth

patterns, cost of providing services, localized inflation, goal

priorities of the state, and examine costs and enrollments on an

equivalent basis. However, as is the case with the national

average, it does appear in the past two years the area colleges
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in Iowa have not kept pace with the other higher education

institutions in the state nor does the system appear to have kept

pace with similiar systems in the surrounding states.

Table 5

e gompacipgm gf Community College gyatems state Agmogriatigns in

the Ugger Mid-West frgm 1281-1983

Illinois +10%

Minnesota +16%

Nebraska +197.

Missouri +15%

Iowa + 27.

The, major fiscal problems associated with fund distribution

within the area colleges has been:

1. The legislative appropriations have never been great

enough to fully fund the distribution mechanisms.' This was even

the case when the legislature specified in the school code how

the initial funds were to be disbursed.

2. The funding approaches have been varied and

unpredictable. The formulas or mechanisms for distribution of

funds have changed so grequently that short range planning is not

feasible with any degree of accuracy on the local level.

3. The distribution of funds on a negotiateg or incremental

basis has created an apparent spread of state support behind each

student in the differant area colleges.

4. Some funding approaches have been complex and have
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consequently not been well understood.
V

Organizational Analysis

The principal players in the situation being analyzed are

the Iowa State Legislature, the Department of Public Instruction,

the President's Associations the Trustees' Association, and the

State Board of Education. Although other agencies or groups may

have some involvement in this issue, they do not represent in

this analysis a major group.

The State Legislature

The Iowa State Legislature is typiral of many state

legilative bodies which are modeled after the federal structure.

The organization is a political system, driven by the democratic

process. It is influenced by public opinion and through

lobbyists for special interest groups. The govenor represents

the executive branch and in fiscal matters is bound by law to

operate the state within its financial resources. This has lead,

as was mentioned earlier, to several budget reciv:ons in the past

few years. According to information gathered duringduring,< the

interviews, the legislature has only once in the past fifteen

years appropriated more money for the area colleges than th!

govenor had requested. Consequently, this organizational history .

has caused some to wait for the govenor to make his request in ...

order to determine what resources are available.

The Department of Public Instruction

The Department of Public Instruction is the state agency

responsible for administering the states public schools and the
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area colleges. For -purposes of analysis here, only the portion

f that .agency dealing with the area colleges_ should be

considered in the comments. That is, the focus here will be

directly on the Area Schools and Career EduCation Branch of the

Area Schools Division of-the department,.

The Department of Public Instruction is viewed-by most of

those interviewed as a bureaucratic organization. In further

analysis, the department appears to fit within the general

framework described by Weber in Parsons' (1964) translation

Weber's works. The primary characteristics of bureaucratic

structures are:

1. They have a hierarchical structure. The authority in the

structure is distributed in a manner in which each official is

responsible for his or her subordinates.

2. ,A division of labor exists wherein varied tasks in the

organization are to be performed by those 'according to thei,L

skill, training, and experience. In a theoretical sense, the

tasks across the structure are thought to be too complex for

everyone to learn.

3. Rules are the primary source of control. These rules are

sometimes legislatively mandated and other times internally

generated. They are codified in order to assure uniformity,

predictability, and stability in the idealized buracracy,

4. The relationships are based on impersonal interactions.

In the best case Weber believed control over activities and
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people can be more efficiently established if purely personal,

emotional, and irrational elements are eliminated or minimized.

5. Employment in these organizations have a career
E.

orientation. Employment is based on expertise and promotion on

merit and seniority (e.g. the Iowa merit system).

In the pure sense, Weber thought bureaucratic structures

would be very efficient because bureaucratic administration meant

fundamentally the exercise of on the basis of knowledge

or expertness, and "knowledge endows authority with

rationality"(Hanson,1979,p21). Max Abbot (1969) saw as an

unintended outcome, bureaucratic structures as a deterent to

change and hence a stabilizing influence.

The decision making process in this model is bases in theory

on rational processes. It is frequently modified due to demands

for unlimited time, data, resources, and intelligence. According

to Lindblom .9) the potency of the constraints imposed by

political economic, social, and psychological conditions leads

to incremental decision making as the main tool for policy

formation and change. The basic char eristics of Lindblom's

model are:

Rather than attempting c hensi7e survey and

evaluation of all possible alternatives, the decision maker

focuses only on those policies that differ incrementally from

existing ones.

2. Only a small number of possible alternatives are

generally considered.
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3. For each change considered, only a few of the more

"important" consequences or outcomes are evaluated.

4. The problem being confronted is continually redefined

requiring a number of means-ends and ends-means adjustments.

5. There is no "right" solution, but a continuous attack

the issue at hand through serial analysis and evaluation.

6. Incremental decision making is described as limited in

scope and impact. It tends to be geared to present imperfections.

Policymaking becomes the outcome of a give and take of

partisan groups who gather around the table to address the issue

at hand- The only practical evidence that the best policy was

chosen is that everbody agrees on it at the time. This agreement

becomes the basis for validity (Hanson,(1979). Lindblom (1959),

suggests incremental decison making allows administrators to

limit risk taking, ignore theory, and "fly by the seat of their

pants." He states further "For I suspect that insofar as there is

a system in what is known as muddling through' this method is

it."

on

Although one may view this statement and analysis 4s overly

critical and as an outright rejection of incrementalism in

general, some outcomes of incrementalism may be seen as positive.

In some situations limiting the risk taken by change may be

desireable. This would particularly be the case if the history

of a certain process were favorable. In addition, the external

pressures may be of such a nature that no other real choices in

the timefqame permited are possible.
n Some of these i ssues are
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explored in more detail by Helms (1981).

the Presiggnt's Assgciation

The President's Association is an informal group which

consists of the area college, superintents or presidents. Their

purpose is to communicate regularly with each other and to

provide a forum within which problems across the system may be

addressed. Based on the opinions of several of the presidents

interviewed, this group has begun to come together as a group in

the past four or five years. They have engaged in several

professional development activities in an effort to improve the

effectiveness of their group and also their position in the state

power structure.

Shortly after World War III the literature on leadership

developed along three lines. The first addressed "leaderless

groups the second focused on leadership and output, and the

third on leadership styles and output as other internal and

external organizational variables interacted with them. The

leaderless group studies dealt primarily with informal groups

which did not have a leader defined by the hierarchy (Bass,1954).

The President's Association is.a representation of the

leaderless group. This is not to suggest no leadership exists

within the individuals in the group. Although the group has a

president, the position is not viewed as one of a traditional

leader. There is no traditional authority embodied in the

position with regards to the other members of the group. In this
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case it may be seen as a group of leaders, which presents some

special problems of its own.

As a result of this group's prganization and structure, the

decision making process must necessarily be differant than those

processes in a bureaucracy of other types of organizations with

legitimate authority vested in those in leadership positions.

This analysis does not intend to cast disparaging shadows on

current or past leaders of this group by reference to "leaderless

groups." It is for the purposes of differentiating

organizational structure and dynamics that these terms are used.

The Trustees' Association

The Trustees'Association, which according to the school

code, section 266a.111 serves in an advisory capaCity to the

Department L., Public Instruction on how to distribute funds

beyond the funding formula prescribed by law, consists of one

trustee from each of the area colleges. This group may also be

seen as a leaderless group for many of the same reasons cited

above. An exception is this group has a full-time staff person

in the position of the Executive Director, to advise them,

provide direction, provide legilative linkages, and to support

goals established by the group. As elected bodies tend to be,

this group has a mix of expertise and their individual loyalty is

to the district they are representing.

ry Legal Analysis

Equity issues in education have historically dealt with

issues related to the fourteenth ammendment which, limit the
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actions of the states and incorporates most of the bill of rights

at the state level. The legal actions focusing on education have

tended to be those involving protected groups such as sex,

race, lnd national origin.

In analyzing policies-and procedures, one must recognize

that all laws benefit some and create burdens for others. When

looking at a specific legal issue, the purpose of the law and the

impact of the law must be considered. The general theme is that

people similiarly situated must be similiarly treated. In

constitutional analysis a suspect class must be identified. That

one must show that the law treats similiar people similiarly

situated in different ways or that the law treats differently,

people who are different. In legal analysis, arguements are

frequently made that the situation being analyzed is such that

the parties effected are not similiarly situated or that the

impact is really to treating people differently.

The purpose and outcome are critical in determining how

closely the courts are willing to examine a given case. If the

law is discriminatory on face value, it violates equal protection

under the law. If it is neutral on its face, but has an adverse

impact on some group but not on others, the plainiff must prove

purposeful intent to discriminate (Washington v. Davis). If it

is neutral on its face with no diparate i mpact, equal protection

does not apply (Palmer v. Teccione). If several purposes are

present and only one is to discriminate, then purposes of the law

must be balanced (Mt. Healthy v. Doyle).

age,
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The California case of Serrano vs Priest which challenged

the state system of California's public schools for providing

unequal support to students in differant areas of the state is of

some interest in this situation. This case reflects a court

interest in funding equity in a statewide public school system.

Although the decision in the Serrano vs Priest case was against

the state, the case decided in California law does not set

precedent in Iowa. When state courts hear an issue they may look

to other cases for guidance, the laws of one state do not in any

way dictate cases in other states.

The final note of analysis to be made here is that cases are

frequently analyzed on the basis that they are not similiar

other cases. This is particularly the case when other cases are

being presented as a legal basis for arguement for actions seen

as undesireable. For example, the California case being

presented as a guide to forcing equity in Iowa's system would

necessarily have to look at the differences in the two systems.

A major difference to be considered would be that of the tuition

free system in California as versus the tuition system in Iowa.

This factor may be an important consideration in the equity

arguements. The other obvious factor is that the California case

was one for public schools rather than community colleges.

It does appear as though the Department of Public

Instruction has deviated from the funding formula that still

exists in the school code (section 286a.9). The deviation from

the formula occurred initially because the level of appropriation
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by the legislature was inadequate to.fund the formula. The

appropriations asking in the past several years has been based on,

a percent, of previous years budgets. The .department might

legally be obligated to go back to the fUnding formula in the

code if this line of .action were pursued. However, since the

dollar amount in the code has-not been changed since 1965, this

would mean the department would distribute only about 22 million

dollars of the currently appropriated 57 million dollars. Beyond

that amount, the department 'has the responsibility, according to

section 286a.11 of the code, to distribute the remaining amount

of the funds appropriated. The specifics of the two sections of

the area school code are in appendix C.

The legal cases i nvolinvolving funding equ4ty do not show any

clPar trend, nor do they provide significant_ guidance it

exploring the funding equity issues presented here. With the

financial condition of many midwestern states in a declining

posture, increased competition for state funds have resulted.

This will undoubtably create fertile ground for conflicting

parties to look to the courts for settlement.

The Resolution Process

Although the open conflict over the issue of equity has

focused on the Department of Public Instruction, the conflict is

one which needs to be resolved within the leaders of the area

colleges. A broad range of perceptions exist within the

college's presidents regarding what they believe is the "real"

fiscal picture. While most of the presidents would probably
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agree that the area colleges should receive more money, they do

not all agree that a significant problem exists with respect to

fiscal equity, or at least they are willing to ignore the issue

at this tim

"How, in the face of the data presented, can one take the

position that the distribution of funds is equitable?" asked one

area college president. The view is so clear to some, it must be

seen by the others.

The view from the other perspective is that the apparent

inequity appears the way it is because the enrollments being

reported are not accurate or at least not consistent in the way

they are reported frqm one college to the next. If the

enrollments are inflated due either to loosely structured

guidelines or intentional inflation, then the "factual" data

reported to the state on the, amount of funding received per FTEE

would also be in error. There may not be any real difference in

the level of funding. Additionally, many of the presidents seem

to believe that some the collIges making the most noise

equity are financially in better condition than

about

most of the

colleges in the state:

What is currently being dealt with is perception. The

perceptions held by these individuals are the same as reality in

their minds. They make assumptions to support the point of view

they want to hold or the one that will support their case the

best. March and Simon (1958) suggest that choices are made and

views taken using limited, approximate, and simplified models of
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the "real" situation. These choices are based on the chaos

definition of the situation. March and Simon further distinguish

between two types of prerises, those which are factual and

subject to test, and those which are value based and not subject

to test. In this situation, is is possible for the Department of

Public Instruction to administer and audit enrolment reports in

such a way as to test the validity of the view that some

enrollments are being inflated. Although the state audits

financial records, enrollment audits have not been conducted

through the department or other state agencies.

The key group in resolving this problem is the President's

Association. An essential addition to the group would be a

rep.-esentative from the Department of Public Instruction. The

higher up in the department the representative is the better.

This group would consist of a broad range of management styles. A

specific approach to working most effectively with a mixed group

of this type would not be productive. That is, trying to select

single style in working with a diverse group does not make

sense, but knowledge or analysis of the individual management

styles in the group would be very helpful in working with the

group.

The change process in this case mak/ be best facilitated by

an outside change agent. This conslusion is based on (a) the

individuals involved in the group have too much invested in the

outcome to be effective at facilitating the group and (b) it is

mportant to the process for each participant to be viewed by the
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others as having equal status and influence in the process. The

approach is based on the "group power" notions presented by

Likert (1967) and suggests the participants must recognize that

an increase in the group power does not benefit one member at the

expense of another, rather is beneficial to every group member.

This approach is an attempt to move away from the power-coercive

approach to planned change within the group and use a normative-

re-educative approach as the process leading to the desired

change.

A note about conflict is in order at this point. Conflict

serves a useful purpose in the change process. Certainly many of

the great leaders of the past and present embraced conflict and

used it as tool for change (Burns 1978). Conflict on a

particular issue must be transitional. It is only high levels of

conflict over the same issue that become disfunctional is it

remains unsolved over a long period of time.

The following principles of conflict resolution suggested by

Kramer (1977) describe productive resolution and summarize the

works of several others in the area of conflict resolution.

1. Conflict resolution is facilitated by a mutual positive

desire to resolve the conflict, a readiness to change.

2. A balance of power facilitates positive resolution.

3. Movement to an integration phase is required.

4. The conflict must be adequately explored if it is to

remain solved.

5. All of the parties involved in the conflict need to have
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ownership of the solution.

6. Evaluation and rewards must be built into the process.

The president's retreat is an appropriate forum or settling
this conflict. The group's relations appear to be fairly good
and have improved over the years, with the exception of the last
few months as the equity issue has come to a head. As a group
'they have been inVol4ved in problem solving, planning,

communications training, and a variety of other activities. ThisNA.

history should help the process of conflict resolution and
decision making. . The process should capitalize on the

relationships and a problems solving laboratory approach used by
Lippitt (1978) is likely the best approach to use in this
situation.

Kurt Lewin (1947) created an outline for what has become
well known as a guide to the change process. It involves three

sequential phases: unfreezing, making the change, and refreezing.
The president's group constitutes what is described as an open

social system which is sugject to social forces. Lewin's general
approach chooses these descriptors because they are derived from
the broader theory of social behavior in which individual

behavior is seen as a product of personality and environment. In

these systems forces can be identified which either stabilize or

create change in individuals and hence groups. Since these

forces are changeable, unlike some physical forces like gravity,

change in group behavior is possible.

The specific change process should be designed. by the
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outside change agent in concultation with representatives from

the grpup.

Reveloping a Need for Change

The need for change in the current situation is already a

felt need by many but not all of those in the group. Several cr!

the presidents have commented that the issue is a major devisive

issue for the group. One, not so flattering, analogy made was to

that of a pack of hungry dogs fighting for a ham sandwich and

instead of looking for more food, they have begun feeding on each

other. The presidents re-Cognize the potential benefits of the

group's power both to their individual colleges and to .the system

as a whole. They appear to value their improved relations in the

past years and would like to preserve them.

Legal action has been threatened by some of the area

colleges in order to force the state to distribute the'funds more

equitibly. In order to get the attention of those members of the

group who are not ready 4or change, this stategy is probably an

effective one. The question to be posed directly to the group is

"Who do we want to make the changes, the courts and the state, or

do we want to solve the problem and then tell the state what we

want done?" The legal action taken might be to ask the courts to

place a freeze on the distribution of funds until an agreeable

solution is found. Just the threat of this action may motivate

some of the disinterested parties to see'a need for resolution.
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iliagnosis

This phase would first involve getting and discussing the

hi storms of the funding for the area.colleges in Iowa. In this

case; small groups would be asked to identify-significant events

from the past which have had some impact on the issue at hand.

This would not be an activity directed at laying blame} but

rather recalling events for historical perspective. The time

poriods looked at might be 10-20.yeArs ago, 5-10 years ago; 2-5

years sago, andi events of significance within the last year

These would be recorded and shared with the entire group. It is

important that every member of the group have, as nearly as

possible, the same history-from which to begin.

The next step would involve " scanning the environment" to

determine events, trends or develop'enti which may have an impact

on the p. oblem. This is a look around to see what of

significance is going on in regards to the issue.

After the scanning step is completed, small groups would use

a force-field analysis approach to identify all the possible

forces pushing us to change and all of the forces restraining or

keeping us from changing. These would be shared with the entire.

group and each person in the group would be asked to select the

five most important restraining forces which would then be

compiled.,

Action Planning

With the above background visible for all the members to

see, the next phase is to identify what the most preferred
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situation would look like. Lippitt (1979) sees this Step as

fundamental to creating the desired change. Each group member,

would write a description of what their preferred situation would

look .like from a perspective three to five years in' the -future.

They would put themselves in their same position and describe

what they would prefer the picture to be. This should not be

wild imagining, but what is possible. A ranking of these future

scenarios would be done. at this point. The "best" scenario would

become the focus of interaction from this point forward.

The next step would be to conduct another force field

analysis qp the chosen scenario and identify the mos_ important

restraining forces keeping the group from accorplishing the goal.

When this is completed, the group would brainstorm all the

possible actions that could be taken to eliminate or diminish the

restraining forces identified ir the previous step.

Each person would be asked to choose the three actions they

wish to work on and the actions would be grouped in such a way

that .three member groups would be created to begin work on the

actions identified. The action timeline should be no more. than

three months with the groups coming back together to report,

evaluate their progress, celebrate their successes, ana`«termi ne

the next steps at that time.

This process is effective because it incorporates values,

op nions, beliefs, facts, and is solution oriented. It focuses

on what is desired rather than what is undesireable it creates

ownership in the process and in the solution, and it provides a
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task structure which leads to solution without finding fault with

individuals.

Recommended Solution

The choices facing community colleges and how to fund them

have a great deal to do with their philosophical views of

themselves and what they want to be. The general approach in

funding Iowa's area colleges has permitted the development of

comprehensive community colleges offering adult Oducatioili, career

development, and university parallel programs. The choices about

the future (Breneman and Nelson, 1981) appear to be (a) to remain

compi-ehensive and have to confront the limiting of enrollments

due to increased competition for funds, (b) :,shift the focus from

"community" to "college", due the history of traditional funding

sources and traditional values, or (c) to become community-based

learning centers as advocated by Gleazer (1980) where the

emphasis is on community rather than college. Each of these

models have their strengths and weakness as well as a range of

risks. In the consideration of a long range pl for the system

in Iowa, funding appropriate to the goa s of the system should be

established.

The more immediate solution to the funding issue in the

state can be addressed within the current framework by looking at

what considerations should be given in approaches to funding.

The following will represent a formula approach with some other

guidelines added for purposes of clarifying the procedures.

The formula should include variables which account for all
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of the following factors:

1. Full-time equivalent enrollments or the equivalent; These

may be defined as they are currently in the codes'or redefined in

terms of credit hours. Each approach should continue the practice

of counting lecture hours as one-to-one and laboratory and and

some adult and continuing education as one-to-two.

2. An equilization -factor for smaller instituitions should

be incorpar-Ated to reflect the economies of scale enjoyed by some

of the larger institutions. The enrollment of the entire merged

area system should be the determing factor rather than the size

of separate instrutional centers.

3. Program cost centers based on average state costs for the

program area should be a factor.

4. No state aid should be provided for cutatural avocational

or personal enrichment courses.

5. Some level of minimum foundation fUnding which equalizes

the districts based on local wealth should be employed.

L. Each of the area colleges shouni, be provided thy

opportunity, without penalty, of producing income through outside

sources such as the sale of services.

In addition to the above, the Department of Public

Instruction needs to change some administrative procedures

order to ensure the reporting process is valid. It should

conduct an annual audit of hours claimed for reimbursement. If

financial audits are conducted and the funding formula contains

an enrollment driving factor then these claims should be audited
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for the same reasons the financial audits are conducted.

Area colleges should be encouraged to equalize their tuition

rates by establishing a state minimum. Reductions in state aid

might then be implemented which would encourage those colleges

below the minimum to raise their tuition to the minimum level.

The c011.dges wishing to charge tuition rates tin excess of the

minimum would not be penalized for doing so.

State reimbursement would be based on the enrollments

reported in the previous year. This would provide the colleges

with a known amount of money at the beginning of the year rather

than having to wait for current year enrollments to be reported

and audited. This approach also is of assistance to institutions

which are in a declining posture by providing them with resources

to counter the decline.

Courses offered, in the remedial and developmental area

should be tuition free and a premium level of funding provided

for these courses by the state.

Programs offered which are unique to a given business or

industry should be subsidized by that business or industry or

through special economic development training grants. These

grants may be part of a statewide economic development effort.

Without additional data from the state, it is impossible to

work out the details of what rates for funding should be

established. However, the exact amounts could-be determined on

an annual basis. The amounts received by a given area college

may vary depending on the factors in the funding formula, but the
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formula should not be changed each year.

jn

As a closing comment to this section, an opinion widely held

by .those interviewed in the area colleges is that the Department

of Public Instruction needs, in conjunction with the-president's
group and the trustees, to take a more aggressive political

stance with the state regarding funding: The influence of these
groups is not currently being used as effectively as they might
be. In an 'increasingly conpetitive fiscal environment, a passive

approach to gaining support and understanding from legislative
bodies will not be successful.

Impact on Services

Th'e impact of these recommendations on uni versi y parallel

programs and vocational education would not be, significant other
thin the indirect effect due to budgetary increases or decreases

within a given institution.

The impact on these changes on staff" development will

probably not be any differant than the impact of current funding
practices Staff development is struggling with an identity and

credibility crisis within many of the colleges. With an

increased focus on remedial and developmental education an

increased awareness of the needs of these students will be

essential. The skills in instructing and motivating these

students will create a challenge to the staff development efforts
in the college's. Another shift in awareness and ways of thinking

may be needed in response to the increased expectations placed on

the colleges to develop resources locally. If fully realized,
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the teaching roles of many faculty may shift dramatically.

A major impact resulting from these recommendations would be

felt by community and remedial and developmental programs. The

enrollments in the former would likely go down and the

enrollments in the'latter would likely go up. Breneman and

Nelson (1981) argue that from a public finance perspective many

of the couses in the area of recreation, personal enrichment or

of avocational interest create benefits that have little future

4investm3nt value. This arguement is not intended to demean these

activities, rather to suggest the benefit is primarily a private

benefit not a public one. The options to offer and fund these

programs would be placed on the local level and would reflect

local interest and commitment to having this type of instruction

available.

The impact of providing tutition free remedial and

developmental programs will likely create additional enrollments

these areas, as was mentioned above. However, with the built

resistance on the part of some adults' to enrolling in this

type of education, the increases are not likely to be"dramatic.

A public benefit case may be made for providing this type of

education with public dollars (Breneman and Nelson, 1961). With

the current attention being given to the quality of public school

education in this country, the need for providing this as a major

service at the post-secondary level may diminish in the future.
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Conclusion

During this analysis some assumptions have been made
regarding groups, processes, and other elements related to the
analysis for which data were not, available. In addition, some
assumptions were necessarily made regarding the primary purposes
and expectations behind the tasks assigned for this exercise. The
following story will summarize the importance of assumptions made
in responding td questions. One Christmas Eve, a Washington,
D.C., radio station called the British ambassador and asked,
"What would you like for Christmas ?" The ambassador thought for
a while and gave his answer. The next morning he heard the radio

announcer telling what foreign ambassado4rs wanted for Christmas:
"The French ambassador said, 'I earnestly desire that next year
should be a year of peace.' The Russian ambassador hoped for a

year of justice for all men. The German ambassador wanted to see
a sharing of wealth in-the world. And the British ambassador
said, `I would like a box a candied fruit.'"

I sincerely hope this is not a box of candied fruit.

UST COPY AVAILABLE
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A Comparison/Ranking of General State Aid

Received Per Reimbursable Ftee

FY- '84

AREA REIMBURSABLE GENERAL GENERAL AIDRANK COLLEGE FTEE (STUDENTS) AID PER FTEE

.1 V Ft. Dodge 3,083.01 $4,004,968 $1,299.04

2 XIII Council Bluffs 3.101.76 3,968,275 1,279.36

3 XVI Burlington 2.045.55 2,567.864 1,255.34

4 XI Des Moines 6,877.37 8,203,904 1,192.88

5 VI Marshalltown 2,845.48 3,390,728 1,191.62

6 XIV Creston 1,143.62 1,335,284 1,167.59

7 III Estherville 2,662.64 3,100,034 1,164.27

8 I Calmar 2,295.07 2,622,117 1,142.50

9 VII Waterloo 3,526.79 3,942,540 1,117.88

10 IV Sheldon 1,091.79 1,180,924 1,081.64

11 II Mason City 3,276.38 3,440,680 1,050.15

12 XII Sioux City 2,694.90 2,742,288 1,017.58

13 IXDavenport 4,673.42 M,437,580 949.54

14 X Cedar Rapids 7,716.07 6,730,26 872.24

15 XV Ottumwa 3,850.95 3,238,072 840.85

TOTAL 50,884.80 $54,905,514

High: $1,299.04

Low: $840.85

Range: $458.19

Average: (unweighted) $1,108.17
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RANK

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

TOTAL

A Comparison/Ranking of General State Aid

Combined With Local Support and Vocational Aid

AREA
COLLEGE

IV Sheldon

I Calmar

XIII Council Bluffs

VII Waterloo

XI Des Moines

V Ft. Dodge

XIV Creston

XII Sioux City(-

XVI Burlington

III Estherville

VI Marshalltown

IX Davenport

II Mason City

XV Ottumwa

_X Cedar Rapids

High:

Low:

Range:

Average: (unweighted)

FY - '84

LOCAL, GENERAL
VOCATIONAL AID

2,140,367

4,356,459

5,745,569

6,412,699

12,560,097

5,621,053

1,995,829

4,659,541

3,512,054

4,366,525

4,380,041

6,780,042

4,688,028

5,068,778

9,895,178

$82,182,260

53

$1,944,52

$1,268.97

$675.55

SI,648 60

LOCAL, GENERAL
VOCATIONAL AID

PER FTEE

1,944.52

1,868.66

1,817.49

1,810.06

1,806.99

1,784.07

1.724.21

1,700.09

1,685.45

1,618.02

1,531.93

1,435.02

1,424.09

1,309.40

1,268.97



RANK

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

TOTAL

A Comparison/Ranking of Gencral State Aid

Per Reimbursable Ftee Combined With

Local Support Per Total Ftee

FY- '84

AREA
COLLEGE

V Ft. Dodge

XI Des Moines

I Calmar

XIV Creston

XIII Council Bluffs

IV Sheldon

XVI Burlington

VI Marshalltown

III Estherville

VII Waterloo

x11 Sioux City

II Mason City

IX Davenport

X Cedar Rapids

XV Ottumwa

High:

Low:

Range:

Average: (unweighted)

GEN. AID &
LOCAL SUPP.

S 5,085,019

10,677,173

3,564,776

1,762,677

4 812,756

1,629,800

3,046,787

3,951,719

3,735,181

4,894,886

3,553,109

4,241,723

5,706,247

8,272,027

3,889,300

$68,823,180

$1,610.20

51,003.12

5607.08

S1,375.03

54

GEN. AID &
LOCAL SUPP.
PER FTEE

51,610.20

1,533.20

1,523.71

1,520.33

1,516.75

1.475.87

1.1458.00

1,381.41

1,38 ©.91

1,379.69

1,289 52

1,287.87

1,205.26

1.058.61

1,003.12
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STATE OF IOWA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
GRIMES STATE OFFICE BUILDING DES MOINES. IOWA S03111

Iowa
a place to grow

ROBERT ©. BENTON,Ed.D.,STATESUPERINTENDENT
David H. Becistai, M. S.. Administrative Assistant

JAMES E. MITCHELL. MD, DERITY SUPERINTENDENT

DATE: December 28, 1484

TO: Area College Superintendents

FROM: Area Schools Division

SUBJECT: Fiscal Development of Area Schools

Attached to this memorandum is a copy of a paper describing the
Fiscal Development of Area Schools. This paper was originally presented byDr. Benton at the Post-secondary Education Funding Committee mreting in DesMoines on July 12, 1974. Our staff has revised this original paper to reflectmore recent circumstances that have occurred since Dr. Benton prepared thispaper.

W^ believe this paper was of sufficient importance that an updatedrevision would he helpful.

Sincerely

C6kr es R. Noench, Director
Area Schools Division

CRM:drr

Attach.
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FISCAL rEVELOPMENT OF AREA SCEICXLS

Area schools have developed rapidly mina: the passage at* Senate File 550
by the Sixty-first General Assembly in 1965. This legislation provided
Iowans with an opportunity to develop a state-vide aystem of merged area
schools to meet local and state needs of adults for post-secondary and
adult education. The initial legislation provided that up to twenty area
schools could be developed by local citisena on a multi-county buds with
very few restrictions imposed on their crgarization other than a merged
area must have no less than 4,000 public and private students in grades
nine through twelve. This latter restriction was considered necessary to
insure that a aerged area would be large enough to provide the various
types of educational experiences required.

To the surprise of most Iowans, including maw legislators, was the
receptive attitude of Iowans toward Strata File 550. Almost 1=a3diately
Iowans began planning for the development of merged areas and during the
1966-67 school ye 6, the year immediately following the implementation oflegislation, fifteen merged areas were developed and fourteen actually
began operation. These fifteen area schools have demonstrated
extraordinary growth in meeting various student needs and are now
beginning their eighteenth year of operation.

The funding sources available to area schools at their inception for
operational purposes remain approximately the same today. (Please seefigure 1.) Although the various percentages of funds derived firm these
sources have varied over the past twelve yearn of area school operation,
four sources were and still remain the principal sources of funds
available to area schools. These four sources of operational funds in
the General Fund are:

1. Tuition and fees paid by students. Initially, the
departmental rules for area schools required that
tuition be no more than $100 per semester cr its
equivalent.

. The local tax levy for area schools. Although the
revenue derived from this source has increased over the
past eighteen years, it has increased slowly during most
years and, trait time to time, has sham a decrease for a
particular merged area.

Reimbursement programs available through the Department
csf Pub4 c Instruction. These programs are the federal
and state resources available for direct reimbursement
cr approved vocational programs and the federal funds
available for the reimbursement of adult education
programs.

State General lid. State General Aid was initially
computed by multiplying $2.25 by the average daily
errollment of Iowa residents who were enrolled in twelve
or more semester hours of work times the actual days

,that an area school was in 611381010.
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In addition to these four 'Ajar sources of funds for operational purposes,
area schools have available to than additional sources such as federalrants fcr libraries and equipment, gifts, income frcm sales and services,
and contracts with other state and federal agencieci to provide certainof worms.trims

Pbr the purchase at sites and the construction of building., income andexpenditures are handled through a separate fund, the Pleat Fund. Thisfund initially had three aajcr sources of revenue available to it. These
801114011113 are:

1. A local tax levy that can be approved by a simple
majority for a period not to exceed ten years. This
local voted tax levy has been approved by the
constituencies( ar all area schools.

Vocational facility grants appropriated by the state
legislature. A total of $15,500,000 was appropriated
during the first two bienniums of area school operation
to assist area schools in building facilities for
vooa4onal programs (See figure 2.)

Federal grants available through the Higher Education
Frei li ties Act. Approximately $7,000,000 in federal
grants have been made available to merged area schools
but, unfcrturately, the amount of federal funds available
in recent years has decreased and this souroe is no
longer a aim& source of funds for the construction of
area school facilities.

In addition to these three major sources of funds for the Plant Fund, two
other resources have been used. These resources are gifts and bond issuesapproved by local constituents. The most significant of the gifts receivedby merged area schools was the 181-acre site at Riverdale that was given to
Merged Area IX by the Ilona Aluaintml Cceipany.

The only merged area school to approve a bond issue to date have been
Merged Area XIV in Creston which approved the first bond issue of
$1,500,000 in July of 1968 and Merged Area XV in Otttstwa.

The area schools utilize the following funds (as defined in the accounting
manual):

Current General Fund

Me general fund is available for any legally authorized purpose
and is, therefore, used to account for all revenues and
expenditures for activities not provided for in other funds. The
cx ganizational units to be financed through this fund are those
which are generally directly concerned with the operation and
support of the educational program of the school as a wholethe
only restrictions being those imposed by the budget. (If
provisions are made for restricted general funds, then resources
which are earmarked, or restricted for certain purposes, would not
be included in this fund.)
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2. Restricted Current General,FUMg

This fund is used to account for resources that are available forthe operation and support re the educational ropes" but whichare restricted as to their use by an outside agency cr person.
The organisational units to be financed through this fund areusually the sate, or at least acmplimentary, to those financedthrough the 'Current General Rind". The only difference is thatthe ntsteral 82* would be assigned to the transactions affectingrestricted funds.

Auxiliary Fund

This fund is used to record resources received, held and disbursedby an institution over which the institution has determination asto the nature and degree of receipts and expenditures. The fundis used to account for activities which are intended primarily toprovide:

rA, Non-instructional services for sale to students, staff,and/or institutional departments and which are in addition tothe educational objectives of the institution; and
**B. Activities that exist to provide an instructional andlaboratory experience for students and that incidentally

create goods and services that may be sold to students,
faculty, staff and the general public.

4. Agency Fun('

This fund is used to record resources received, held, anddisbursed by an institution as fiscal agent for others. Normallyrevenues and expenditures of agency funds are not institutional
revenues and expenditures and should be reported separately.
Schola-rshio ad

This fund is used to account for these types of resources:
Scholarship funds are defined as those resources available forwards to students which are not in payment of services renderedto the institution and will not require repayment to theinstitution.

On-campus Warkstudy payments to students should not be includedhere since these payments are for services rendered to theinstitution and should be charged to the organizational unitsbenefiting from the services. The federal share of on-cisapusexpenditures should be transferred to the benefited fund.

*Function 0 will indicate the activity is urn-structional.
**Functions 1, 2 and 3 will indicate the activity is instructional.
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Off-campus Workstucb payments to students shall be included here
since the college is not the ace benefiting fres the services of
the students. Off- campus reiaburaement will be receipted to this
fund. 122e last sentence above applies only if the school
reimburses the student. lbw school would then bill the employer
for his share. If the 'splaysr pegs the student, he would bill
the school for the federal portion and it would be charged to this
fund.)

lm
Lean tends are those the principal of which is loanable. These
funds are establiehed for the purpose of aiding needy students
through interest-bearing leans. Frequently, gifts to the
institution furnish the teats for the establishment of a student
lain fund. Where both principal and interest are lcarable, these
should be placed in this fund. If the principal is not lcarable,
it Mould be placed in the Encbwment Fund and only the loanable
portion of the fund should be classified to this fund. The equity
in this fund is increased by gifts and interest on loans and
investments and is decreased only the write-off of uncollectable
loans and legally permitted administrative and collection costs.

Plata Fund.

This fund is used to account for the following types of resources:

Unexpended Plant Sub-fund.

a. This sub-fund is used to account for resources which will be
expended for the acquisition or construction of Arai° la
property to be used for institutional puillposes and resources
designated for the major repair and/or replacement
institutional property . Acquisition or construction of
physical property as used here will be all inclusive the
capital outlef expenditures previously charged to the plant
funds. Assets consist of cash, investments, accounts
receivable, amounts due from other funds and construction in
progress. Liabilities meg consist of accounts, bonds, notes
and leaseholds payable and amounts due to other funds.

As funds are expended for construction, an asset control
account fcr construction in progress should be maintained.
At the completion of project, construction in progress,
together with related liabilities and fund balances, should
be transferred to the investment in plant sub-fund.

Debt Service Sub-fund.

b. This sub-fund is used to account fcr the accumulation of
resources which will be used to pay interest and principal
payments and other debt service charges relating to long-term
plant fund indebtsdne,Ar. The transactions recorded in this
fund are those previov:k:v associated with the debt service
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section of the p in ..Curds. These assets of this sub-fund
normally c9naist Acash and investmenta to be used for the
retire: eat of indebtedness.

Inve.staent in Plant Sub-fund.

e. The investment in plant sub-fund is used to account fas. the
cumulative cost at plant assets net or cumulative deletions.
The assets consist of land, building:, other structures and
improvements, furniture, machinery and equipment and librarymaterials. Liabilities may consist of accounts, notes,
bonds, and leaseholds payable which are associated with the
acquisition, renewal or replacement of plant assets reoor dadin this fund. The net investment in plant is the fund
balance representing the excess of the carrying value ofaseeta over liabilities.

Voted Tax Sub-Arad.

d. The proceeds of the additioial tax approved at an annual
school election. The proceeds of this tax can only be used
for the purchase of %round, construction of buildings,
payment of debt contracted for the construction of buildings,
purchase of buildings and equipment for buildings, and the
acquisition of liabilities, and for the purpose of
maintaining, remodeling, improving, as expanding the area
vocational school or area community colleege of the merged
area which approved the additional tax. Payment of costs,
incurred in providing the school facilities for Which the tax
was levied, is to be warrant drawn by the president and
secretary at the board of directors of the merged area which
approved the tax levy.

This is a restricted transfer sub-fund, The amount of the
annual principal and interest payment must be paid to the
sinking fund (bonds) asset object code 114 or ainkirag fund
(notes payable) asset object code 115 depending upon the type
of financing used before any of the tax proceeds can be used
for any other school purpose. Any unused balance (after the
obligation for any one year has been met) may be transferred
to unexpended plant sub-fund.

Endowment Fund

This fund is used to account for these types of resources:

Endowment funds can be defined as those resources, the principal
of which shall be maintained inviolate to conform with
restrictions placed thereon by ,the donor cf other outside agency.
Generally only the income tram these funds may be used and the net
income Fran endowment fund investments should not be reported as
transactiors of the endowment fund group but should be credited
directly to the fund group from which such income will beexpended, that is general fund, loan fund, cr plant funds.
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Funding problems for area schools arose almost immediately after their
inception. As indicated earlier, there was coneideratle enthusiasm for the
development of merged area schools and consequently, these institutions
were organized such sooner than many people probably had anticipated. Thiscreated the first real fiscal oriels since the Sixty-first General Assembly
did not appropriate asy funds for the operation of area schools. This ledto a situation where area schools ccetpleted their first year of operation
without access to an appropriation for State General. Aid. This situation
was resolved when the Sixty- second General Assembly in 1967 appropriated$4,500,000 to pay State General Aid claims for the 1967 school year.Senate File 616, the bill appropriating this State General Aid, provided
that State General Aid be paid on the basis of the enrollment in programsas of May 1, 1967, and this enrollment was to be treated as if it was the
average daily etrallient for the 1966 -67 school year. Although this
appropriation was greatly welcomed as meeting the state commitment, it
untcrturately was not great enough to ps1 the claim in full. Consequently,the claims of area schools had to be pro-rated within the dollar amount
appropriated. This meant that area schools received $1.91 instead of the
$2.25 as provided by the formula in the code. (Please see tiptoe 3.)
The Sixty-second General Assembly also appropriated $6000,000 for each
year of the 1967-69 biennium. These appropriations, again, proved not to
be great enough to meet area school claims at the end of each fiscal year
and consequently, the amount paid to area schoolis again had to be pro-rated
for both fiscal year 1988 and 1969. She amount paid during 196 8 was $2.01
cr $.24 less they the $2.25 required by the tormula'and in fiscal year 1969
the amount further decreased to $1.67 or $.58 less than the amount
required.

By the end of the third year or operation of area schools, fiscal year
1969, the area schools were facing a serious fiscal crisis. Although the
legislature had removed the departmental rule requiring that area schools
charge no more than $100 per semester for tuition, the total amounts
available to area schools were not sufficient to meet the demands of
existing programs and the need for new programs demanded by the
constituencies and boards of directors in a number ar the merged areas.
The actual fiscal situation varied considerably among institutions since
some schools assumed relatively large fiscal aommitmenta by taking over the
operation of existing educational program such as IOTA programs, area
v coati onal- techni cal schools and public Junior colleges. Both enrollments
and expenditures seemed to be increasing faster than the amount of
resources available.

The reimbursement funds available through the Department of Public
Instruction did not increase nearly as fast as many\rividuals had
thought. Federal vocational aid, although showing s e increases, did not
show the dramatic increase that had been expected with the advent of the
Vocational Edication Act of 1963 and the amenchents of 1968. In addition,
state general aid was not paid at the full. $2.25 and this coupled vith
additional costs for both staff and other operating expenditures, created afiscally difficult situation for area schools.

The actual fiscal situation, of course, varied from one area school to
another depending on the local situation. Those area schools with the
smallest amount of local tax levy behind each full-timeequivalent
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enrollment were in the most difficult situation initially; however, it wasonly a matter of time before other merged areas experiencing growth werealso affected as the amount of local tax levy behind eachequivalent eirollaent decreased.

The two greatest problems confronting all area schools with the fundingprocedure at this time were:

1. Tice proration of state general aid occasioned by thefact that appropriations for the first three years ofoperation were less than required to meet the formulaestablished by lam; and

. The uncertainty in planning an educe ti onal program andbudget since area schools never knew the actual amountof operating revenue they would have until after thecampletion of the fiscal year.

Although both of these problems were serious to all area schools, perhapsthe one most difficult and frustrating was the uncertainty of not beingable to Imiow the mount of operational funds until after the end of eachfiscal year. This uncertainty was caused by two factors:
1. State general aid was not really guaranteed at $2.25 per day perstudent but, instead, was paid after the end of a fiscal year whenall claims were received. This meant that area schools could notanticipate $2.25 but instead would have to wait until all claimswere filed before they would know how much less thin $2.25 theywould actually receive.

**,

2. A second complication was the inability of area schools to knowthe total mount of State General Aid and state and federalvocational reimbursement income that would be available to them.This uncertainty was caused by the fact that state appropriationswere made late in the legislative session (sometimes after areaschool budgets were developed and approved by the State Board ofPublic Instructin) and federal appropriations frequently were notmade until near the end of the fiscal year in which the
reimbursement funds were to be distributed.

This unfortunate combination of lack of adequate funds to pay claims infull and the uncertainty of not knowing what revenue was available did notlend itself to adequate educational planning. Instead, schools wereconstantly forced to revise plans or to build tentative budgets andeducational plans constantly subject to revision. This situation certainlywas not conducive to providing the type of planning and accountability thatconstituents of merged areas were entitled to; nor did it create anyfeeling of security for the staff as various clauses were added tocontracts to anticipate this funding uncertainty.
The Sixty-third General Assembly in 1969 was conoerned about the funding ofarea schools and recognized that there were awe inequities in"the presentfunding program. As a result, the legialature changed the funding formula
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for area schools to provide, beginning on July I, 1971, a formula thatwould provide area schools with $2.25 per day for the full-ties equivalenterrallment of state residents based on a amputation using actual contacthours of students rather than average daily enrollment. In addition, theformula established the state aid full-time equivalent enrollment as being(Kuril to the, ass of 180 days times $2.25. (bee figure 4 . )

The formula provided for the fancying definitions in determining full-timeequivalent enrollment. First, the formula provided that full-timeequivalent enrollment means the quotient of the total number ofreimbursable hours carried by residents of the state attending a singlearea school, divided by SO, which represents 15 reimbursable bows perweek for a period of 36 weeks. The key to this formula then becamereizbursage hours. The formula further specifies that a "reimbursablehow° means any of the follow4ng:

1. One contact hour ct lecture in an approved course inarts and science or voiational-technical. education.
2. Tiro contact hours of laboratory in an approved coursein arts and science or vocational - technical education.

livo contact hours in a approved course of adult
education that is eligible for state general aid,
except. that basic adult education, high school
capplition, and college credit courses that qualify aslecture courses will be re4libursed on a one contacthour basis. Courses dealing with recreation, hobbies,casual cultural, or self-enjoyment subjects will not beeligible for reimbursement.

While this formula was being developed for implementation during the1971-72 school year, area schools were demonstrating their concern with theireaent funding of their institutions by working together for thedevelopment of a more adequate funding appropriation. This collective workby area schools and :staff of the Department of Public Instruction resultedin a request for a line it appropriation by the legislature forindividual area schools. This approach to funding was considered moreadequate than previous approaches since it would provide area schools witha definite dollar amount for the brannian around which they could plan.This type of an approach WAS designed to at least provide area schools withknowledge of the resources available to them in one of the four majorsources of funds and enable more intelligent planning during the biennium.
The funding approach agreed upon was a formula that would attempt toguarantee all area schools the full $2.25 per dEtY for each full-timeequivalent enrollment and also provide an additional. growth factor foreight area soh-bola which were considered as developing institutions. Theoriginal appropriation request by area schools was somewhat more than themount recommended by the Governor and approved by the legislature.Consequently, an effort was made to adjust the amount recommended by theGoverner of 9.7 million for each year or the biennium to 9 million for thefirst year (fiziael Tear 1970) and 10.4 zillion for the second (fiscal yearti



1971) to provide far MOMS reaacinable grc:wth in the second year. Inestabliabtng the line item lippropriation request for each institution, abase full-time equivalent errollment allocation was established for eacharea school. The bulk' s!' the Governor's reccamendationvas required toamt this tam but a limited number of full-time equivalent orallmentsthat could be raided with the remaining funds were then allocated to area'schools on the fallowing bads.
1. The tight area schools identified as developing

institutions based on the per of population not
being served were allowed a five percent growth factorbased on their fiscal year 1969 full-tise equivalent
ewollatent.

2. The remaining funds were allocated to all fifteen areaschools based on their percent of total statepopulation. (See figure 5.)

This funding formula obviously did not meet the expectatian of all areaschools but it did meet the essential criterion of guaranteeing anallocation of funds for each year of the biennium that area schools couldplan around. This concept proved to be popular and when the Sixty-fourthGeneral Assembly met in 1971, a line it appropriation was againrequested.

The actual allocation of funds requested for each tree school during the1971-73 biennium was based on the latest available actual full-time
equivalent enrollments coupled with a direct comparison of actualenrollment in the fall term of 1969 and the vail term of 1970. Thiscomparison provided a direct comparison of actual with anticipatedenrollment far the next two years and was used to confirm enrollmentprof ections.

The fcrmula for allocating line item appropriations was againcooperatively developed by the area schools and the Department of PublicInstruction. The actual request for the biennium of $34,000,000 was laterpaired dawn to meet the $25,970,000 provided in the Governor's budget thatwas eventually appropriated.

The individual line it allocations were determined by:

1. A base amount was established for each area schoolequal to the 1970-71 line it appropriation. Some
area schools were given an adjusted increase to the
base because they exceeded their projected enrollment
for the 1969-70 school year. The mount required farthis base for all area schools was $10,712,022.

2. The additional funds appropriated by the legislature
were distributed on the basis ar: a comparison of
property valuation behind each student and an
adjustment for area schools below the average valuationfcr the state; a comparison of tuition charged by area
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schools and a negative actjustment for those area
schools below `the averap; a comparison of enrollments
(fall term of 1969 and ffie- 11 term of 1970); and a
comparison of the peroentap of population being served
by each merpd area.

CP

These four factors plus the base amount provided the dollar amounts acedin requesting the, line it appropriations.

The funding requests far fiscal years 1970 through 1973 were generally
matiest:tory to area schools since they provided actual dollar
appropriations'on which the area schools could plan. Hairier, therelierestill serious questions regarding. the funding of area sohoo/s sinc, therewere many variations in such factors as tuition charged, assessed
valuation behind each student in a merged area, reimbursement grooedtres,
the actual costs per program and per full-time equivalent enrollment, andthe relatively greater need far growth by some area schools as opposed toothers.

The approada to the appropriation request far the 1973-75 biennitea again
was a cooperative approach between the area schools and the Department ofPublic Instruction. The approach eventually agreed upon provided farsupport to maintain the on-going general fund operation and a request to
replace instructional equipment that was either worn out or obsolete. Inaddition, a separate appropriation request was 4eveloped fir the supportof new programs. This latter request was deemed imnortiot si mai it woulde nable the legislature to clearly see the :mount of funds area schools
were requesting to start new programs or additional sections of existing
programs.

The base appropriation requested in this appropriation tar maintainingongoing progress recognized a need for increased funds to meet spiraling
inflationary pressures in the costs of living, votaries, supplies,
transportation and utilities. Each area school was allowed to claim anincrease in proposed expenditures to provide an incream in expendituresfor all educational functions (except those propane fully-funded byoutside sources) by aix percent for the 1973-74 and the 1974-75 schoolyears.

The proposed expenditures that ware increased by aix percent for each yearof the biennium were then reduced by the mount of projected revenueavailable from tuition, the three-quarter mill property tax levy, stateand federal voc:ational and adult reimbursement and other revenue sourcesincluding federal funds. A determination of revenue for tuition was basedon an effort to establish a uniform tuition charge over the biennium of
0 for two semesters or three quarters. (See figure 6 for latesttt tion charge.) The difference between the proposed expenditures and thepr4ected income then beame the request for state general aid.

In additio a separate request was made for equipment replacement thatwas equal to" four and one-half percent of the total equipment inventory ofall area schools as determined by the State Auditolls Office.

Although the line item appropriation eventually apiroved (Sae figure 7) bythe legislature did not include the exact amounts as requested by thisformula, it did provide genera.iy for the amounts required to meetIr
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oroloing program needs and did provide $200,000 for each year of the
biennium tar equipment replacement. The department, in allocating the
increased vocational reimbursement funds appropriated, determined that asignificant portion of this appropriation would go tcward the creation of
new ;reparatory career programa. This determination by the department
resulted in the development of silty. fie new preparatory career programsairing fiscal year 1974 and five additional programs during 1975. Inaddition, each or the area schools received additional allocations to
strengthen supplementary career programs for employed adults.

The appropriation for equipment replacement is quits significant since
navy area schools were badly in need cc fluids to replace existing
equipment. Equipment included in the inventory of moet area schools
included NIER equipment on loan tram the federal government, Menpcwer
Developlent and Training Act equipment that had bees_in use, in somecases, for a number of years inclu4mg former usage by local school
districts, and other items of equipment acme purcWased as used equipmentinitially. This equipment, in many canes, was in need of replacement
either because it was warn out or because recent changes in occupationshad made the equipment obsolete. The appropriation $200,000 per year
was approximately one percent of the total equipment inventory of area
schools. However, these funds were significant in establishing apreoedent by the legislature in recognizing this need. In addition, the
appropriation tar equipment replacement in fiscal year 1975 was increased
by $300,000 during the second regular session of the legislature.

second regular session of the Sixty -fifth General Assembly recognizedthe impact of inflation on the purchasing parer of the dollar and
appropriated $2,535,000 for salary adjustments far area school staff.
This appropriation was s-intended to provide area school staff with an°w an seven and one-half percent increase in salaries but the actual
determination of hog the funds were to be allocated was left to the
discretion of the boards of directors of area schools. This salary
adjutnent is included in the state general aid amount tor fiscal year 1975(See figure 7).

preparation for an appropriation request for the 1975-77 biennium wasgreatly influenced by the availability of additional financial information
providing sore accurate costs relating to bath prelgram costs and full-time
equivalent enrollment costs. These costs and related information were
carefully reviaeqd and a new concept for funding area schools was
developed utilf-Ang the average cost for full-time equivalent errollments
in area schools.

The final state general aid Vcrmula was developed through a formula that
was based or. four cost centers: adult, college parallel, vocational, andagricultural production far veterans. The average statewide cost for each
a these cost centers was determined for fiscal year 1974, the last yearfigures were available. Each cost center was then multiplied by the
number of full-time equivalent students in each area school enrolled inthis cost center for fiscal year 1974. This base enrollment cost was thenprojected forward to fiscal, year 1976 and 1977 by :.ncreasing the cost CC
each center by 8% with the exception that the vocational cost center vasincreased by 10 1/2% to better reflect the spiraling costs re inflation
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affecting materials and utility coats. This projection then provided theanticipated expenditure to maintain the currently operating program forthe new bienniva with the exception of nuiction Four programs which weree xcluded since they are fully funded from outside mouraes.

To determine the state general aid required sources of revenue weresubtracted from the anticipated expenditures. Those sources of revenuewere determined by: computing a tuition income based on the averagetuition of all atsea school students for fiscal year 1974 multiplied thefull -time equivalent enrollment for each area school; including one -halfof the projected incase from the local tax levy for each area satool (the
remaining one -half was (13:eluded to provide area schools with flexibilityto meet unanticipated needs and matching tied requirements); projectingincome from sales and services; and identifying the projected federal andstate vocational aid. These revenue 'sources tow each area school were
then subtracted from the anticipated expenditures for each area school farthe two years of the biennium.

After subtracting the :Wan sources of revenue from projected expendituresfor each year of the biennium, this figure for each area school was thenadjusted by adding to it the salary adjustment appropriated by the GeneralAssembly for fiscal year 1975 and a campus adjustment of $25,000 for asecond major campus and an additional 45,000 for those area schoolsoperating a third major campus. The sus of these amounts was the stategeneral aid requeats for the 1975-77 biennium. (See rises* 10)
In addition to the request for state general aid to support the on-goingprograms, requests were also made far:

State vocational aid of $7,987,200 for fiscal year 3.976 and
$8,785,92© for fiscal year 1977. These requests for
voocational aid were :Ousted upward to reflect the
increased operating costs of vocational programs occasionedby inflation and the sixty-eight new preparatory career
programs initiated during the previous biennium.

An appropriation of $2,000,000 or the biennium to meet the
additional costs of increased enrollments in the on-going
programs since the state general aid formula provided no
funds far enrollment grewth beyond the fiscal year 1974
enrollment. An appropriation of $1,750,000 to the
Department of Public Instruction to assist area schools ininitiating new career programs intended to meet high
priori ty needs.

An instructional equipment replacement appropriation of
$2,552,215 for fiscal year 1976 and $2,807,436 for fiscal
year 1977. This request was equal to ten percent of the
equipment inventory of area schools.

The funding approach to th 1975-77 biennium represented a major changetram previous approachsa since it was based on actual costs per full- timeequivalent errollments. Procedures utilized in arriving at these averagecoats were readily available for public scrutiny and, as a consequence, the
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formula received a rather positive acoeptanoe as far as the concept of the
formula. Actual appropriations, however, were considerably less than
requested, $25,800,000 of state general aid for fiscal year 1976 ratherthat $30,258,126 and $29,800,000 of state general aid for fiscal year 1977rather than $39,299,651. Vocational and equipment replacement requests
were also reduced from the amounts requeatad. Vocational aid of $7,987,200in fiscal. year 1976 and $8,285,900 in fiscal year 1977 was appropriated
while the eq...ipment raplacement increased substantially to $1,201,000 infiscal year 1976 and $1,350,000 in fiscal year 1977. No appropriations
were made for increased program enrollments and new career programs. (Seefigure 10 for appropriations.)

An additional appropriation was made of $787,500 fcr payment of the
increased costs or employer's contributions to the Iowa Public Employees'
Retirement System. This appropriation was to be paid at the concluaion of
fiscal year 1977 to each merged area school based on the actual increases
in contributions to the retirement system. This amount was insufficient topay elsias in full eind had to, be pro-rated at - 85.795%.

One of the greatest impacts on area smhools of the formula approach was theincreased focus on program costs. The formula recognized average full-timeequivalent enrollment ooste and, as a result, had the effect of penalizing
area sohoola that had higher, than average costs., The implications of

thisimp...A. were debated at considerable length. While some argued that this
approach was necessary to encourage economy of operation, others protestedthat it was unfair to area schooli that generally served more rural areaswith lower concentrations of population and would have the tendenfay toencourage institutions to start relatively inexpensive programs rather than
programs that had a "higher priority and also a higher program east.
The funding formula was further refined for presentation to the
Sixty-seventh General Arseembly to take into account concerns expressed bymerged area school staff for inclusion of additional factors andparticularly the need for new coat centers. The number of coat centers wanexpanded to eleven major cost centers: adult basic education; high school
completion; supplementary career programs; continuing and general
education; drinking driver's course; short -term preparatory careerprograms; full-time preparatory career, programs; high school joint effort
programs; agricultural production for veterans; special needs; and collegeparallel. Two of the major cost 'centers were further subdivided to provideadditional cost centers; the full-time preparatory career program center
was divided into one hundred twenty-three cost centers- --one for each
preparatory career program, and the special needs into two cost
centersone for programs and one for projects.

F1:11-time equivalent enrollment costs for each oost center were developedto exclude capital outlay expenditures. These cost centers were divided
between direct costs and indirect costs for each cost ,center and the
individual cost centers for each institution were adjusted toward thestatewide averages by 66 2/3%. This adjustment provided each yinstitutionwith a direct and an indirect cost for each cost center that was adjustedto two-thirds of the way to the statewide average cost,

The full-time equivalent enrollment for each cost center was adjusted
forward for both direct and indirect costs by an inflationary factor of7.3% per year. This percentage was the initial cost-of-living increaseprojeCted for the elementary- secondary founcktion formula; the foundationformula percentage was later adjusted to 7.8%.
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A significant change in the prooedure tar applying vocational reimbursementwas also included in the formula. The reimbursement procedere for
preparatory career protracts was uniformly changed to an excess cost
factor. This factor was determined ty computing far each preparatory
career cost center the amount that center was above, if, any of the averagecost far college parallel programs. These mounts were then added togethertar each merged area school to arrive at the amount of vocational
raimburaement to be paid as an excess cost factor to ;reparatory career
programs. No excess cost vocational reimbursement was included in the
formula for eighty-seven preparatory career programs whose costs did not
exceed the average cost far college parallel programs.

In determining income sources far the funding formula several changes were
made. These changes were: the inclusion of actual tuition and fees far
fiscal year 1976 increased by IDS (excluding, however, tuition and fees forstudents not eligible to_reoeive state general aid since the full-time
equivalent enrollments and associated direct program costs for these
students were excluded from the formula); a oasis itztent factor for
vocational reimbursement that was initially included in the formula at 15%of preparatory career program costs but was later reduced rather
significantly to approximately 4%; and a projection of income for federal
work study assistance to student -employees.

InOvame sources were again subtracted from prOjectionsof anticipated
expenditures based on fiattal year 1976 full-time equivalent enrollments
increased by the inflationary factor of 7.3%. The differenoe between
projected expenditures and income sources was the basis for the state
general aid and vocational aid appropriations; allowing for the change in
vocational aid based on the factor of excess costs in preparatory career
programs. 'Biro additional adjustments were then added to the formula to
determine the need for state appropriations. These adjustments were the
campus adjustment as in the previous biennium and a 7% minimal supportlevel. The latter adjustment was an effort to guarantee that each merged
area school would receive no less than 7% more state general aid and state
vocational aid than in the previous fiscal year; total appropriations
eventually approved by the General Assembly were sufficient to meet only97.730% of the state general aid and vocational aid required by theformula.

Actual appropriations for the merged area school General FUnd for fiscal
year 1978 were $32,714, 100 for the state general aid, ;8,285,900 for state
vocational aid, and $1,350,000 for equipment replacement. Two additional
appropriations were also made of $134,000 to Merged Area I for continuation
of the waste water treatment facility and $120,000 to Merged Area XII foroperation of public radio station NIT.

In addition to the appropriations for operating funds, an appropriation was
made to Merged Area I of $1,500,000 far the Plant Fund to be used in the
construction of physics; facilities at the rubuque (North) Center. Thisappropriation was actually an appropriation ce $500,000 each year for three
consecutive years beginning with fiscal year 1978. This appropriation isquite sigaifiaant since it is the first capital appropriation for area
school campuses aince 1967.
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The funding plan far fiscal year 1979 was similar to the plan for theprevious year with the exception of same revisions and refinements. Thebasic foundation for the plan remained the major cost centers. The totaltimber these,sajcr coat centers remained at eleven but the full-timepreparatory career cost center was nub-divided into one hundred thirty -fourcenters; eleven more than the previous year.

Full -time eq valent enrollment costs for each cost center again excludedcapital outlay expenditures and the cost centers were divided betweendirect and indirect costs. Each of the cost centers, exclusive of 'specialneeds, was adjusted toward the statewide averages by eighty (80) percent.This adjustment toward the statewide average increased tram the sixty-sixand two-thirds (66 2/3) percent of the previous year.
The two cost centers for special needs were revised to identify only theactual expenditures for fiscal year 1977 rather than average costs. Thisrevision was considered essential since these cost centers include avariety of programs and services to disadvantaged and handicapped studentsrather than programs that are approximately uniform statewide. Aconversion to average costs in these cost centers would have resulted inallowing some merged area inkwells spuriously high allowable expenditures.
Each adjusted cost center, exclusive of the two centers for special needs,were then multtiplied by the actual FTEE for fiscal year 1977 with theexception that the direct costs were multiplied by only the FTEE eligiblefar state general aid. These products were then added together to obtain abase expenditure for the formula.

The products of all full-time preparatory career adjusted institutionalcost centers both far direct and indirect costs- tiere caapared to thestatewide average cost per FTEE for the college parallel cost center todetermine the mount, if any, each et these adjusted institutional costcenters exceeded the statewide average cost per FTEE for the collegeparallel cost °enter. The mount of excess cost for each cost center, ifany, was then identified for reimbursement with vocational educationreimbursement funds. An additional mount of state vocational educationreimbursement funds was set aside for each program! operated by merged areaschools in the mount of approximately ten (10) percent of totalpreparatory career program costs to assure some minimal vocationalreimbursement for each preparatory program.

The total projected base expenditures for the folding plan were adjustedfor inflation by increasing this base by four point five (4.5) percent forfiscal year 1978 and seven point eight (7.8) percent for fiscal year 1979.The 4..5% for fiscal year 1978 was determined sr being approximately equalto the percent of increase of total area school revenue sources for fiscalyear 1978 and the 7.8% for fiscal year was determined from the
preliminary amount of projected allowabl.- dget increases available in thefoundation program for local secondary school districts. The projectedbase expenditures adjusted for these two inflationary factors were thenadded together to determine the allewable expenditures in the funding planfar fiscal 1979.

Tic, additional special adjustments in allowable expenditures were alsoincluded. These were an adjustment for the wasteway..er treatment prog;rm atMerged Area Z of $121,573 (a program previously funded with federal funds)
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and an adjustment for multi-campus institutions that added $25,900 for an
institution's second campus and $15,000 for an institution with a third
campus.

Income sources for the ftm,ding plan for fiscal year1.979 included:

Actual. tuition for fiscal year 1977 career and college
parallel divisions increased for each merged area school by
the proportionate mount that full-time tuition was
increased for fiscal year 1978 with the exception of MergedArea I that had previously adjusted tuition;
Autual tuition for the adult education division for fiscal
year 1977 was used and actual fees for all divisions forfiscal year 1977 were used but tuition payments for studentsin hie: school joint effort programs and tuition from
students not eligible for state general aid were excluded;

Local property tax projected for fiscal year 1978 increased
by three (3) percent was used;

State vocational aid of. $8,716,000 was requested based on anmount for supplementary career programs based on actual
fiscal year 1977 programa, an amount of commitment equal to
approximately ten (10) peecent of the total allowable
expenditures for all full-time preparatory career programs,and an mount of excess cost that equaled the amount of
expenditures full-time ;reparatory career programs exceeded
the average statewide cost of college parallel programs;

Federal adult basic education funds were included based onthe best estimate of federal funds available;
Sales and service income and "other" Call other income frommina- sources) income were included in the ease amount as isfiscal year 1977 far income sources that would re-occur in
fiscal year 1979; and

Federal worlastuctr revenue was included at an amount equal to
seventy-five (75) percent of the actual amount received infiscal year 1977.

Income sources were subtracted from projections of allaiable expendituresbased on fiscal year 1977 full-time equivalent enrollments. The differencebetween allowable expenditures and projected income sources was the amountrequested for the state general aid appropriation.

The appropriations requested for fiscal year 1979 included $39,360,411 forstate general aid and $8,716,295 of state vocational aid. The request alsoincluded $2,576,230 of equipment replacement funds and two specialized
apprtopriation requests of $1,250,000 for expansion of area school careerprograms and $500,000 for added enrollment in merged area schools.
In addition to the requests for funding that included all merged areaschools, there were two requests for individual merged area schools. 'these
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requests were $140,000 to operate public radio station 113iIT in Merged Area
III and $85,000 for Merged Area XIII to match a federal grant far the
developme t of a public radio station.

Actual appropriations for the merged area School General Fund for fiscal
year 1979 were somewhat less than requested. The state general aid
appropriation was $37,050,000, state vocational aid was $8,700,000, and
state equipment replacement was $1,350,000. In addition a specialized
appropriation of $130,000 to operate the public radio station in Merged
Area III was approved. This reduction from the original appropriation
request was distributed to merged area schools on the basis of the funding
plan with a tour (s) percent base and a maximum of twenty (20) percent to
insure that the appropriation would provide minimally sufficient resources
for each merged area school. In determining the fiscal allocation for
merged area schools, a combination of state general aid and state and
federal vocational ed was uto2(1 and each merged area school's allocation
was prorated back from the original request but no institution receivedless than five (5) percent and the meal= increase permitted price to the
proration was twenty (20) percent. Four institutions were reduced
arbitrarily by this decision to reduce to twenty (20) since the original
appropriation_ request, if funded in full, would have provided these four
institutions with a combined state general aid and state vocational aid
appropriation of over twenty (20) percent more than the previous fiscal
year.

A new appropriation of $250,000 to the General Rind was also approved by
the General Assembly for added enrollment in merged area schools. This
appropriation was intended to assist merged area schools in starting new
programs in program areas where present enronment limitations precludedthe enrIlment of additional students and where sufficient justification
existed for permitting an enrollment expansion. This appropriation was
made directly to the Department of Public Instruction for allocation to the
merged area schools.

An additional appropriation for capital expenditures was made to Merged
Area XIII of $85,000 to match federal funds for the initial capital costs
of developing a public radio station to serve southwest Iowa.

In preparation for the funding plan for fiscal year 1980, the State
Department of Public Instruction developed six proposed funding formats for
review by the administrators-of the merged area schools. These six plans
were developed with the idea that they would present the maximum number of
possible funding plans that would be viable for Iowa's merged area
schools. It was hoped that a review of these funding plans initialed early
in calendar year 1978 would provide ample opportunity for the
identification of arq passible needed changes in the funding plan forfiscal year 1980. Each of these proposed funding plans was assigned to a
ca=ittee of merged area school administrators for study as well as a
seventh plan recommended by the merged area school administrators. At theconclusion of these studies, the seven plans were then reviewed with the
chief executive officers of the merged area achgols and staff of the
Department of Public Instruction and the strengths and weaknesses o each
plan were identified.

As a result of the funding study initiated by the Department of Public
Instruction, the merged area school superintendents assigned to an
appropriation study committee the assignment for revising the funding
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formula for fiscal year 1980 to reflect changes deemed desirable. 114 aredo, of various funding annuities provided a number of alternatires butnot one which was considered to be clearly sui.eriar to the ;resent fundingformula.

Although no suitable alternative in funding was identified, there stillappeared to be considerable concern on the par lho4 area schooladministrators regarding the funding f 0.4 ball; used. The experiencesof four years with this formula had cc:21re:',zed area school budgets to acmeextent within a smarms, range as a result .t Atiovement toward average grogramcosts, and also resulted in wide variations zn appropriation requests forsome merged area schools from one year to the next. These variations, inparticular, were disttrbing to aerged area schools since adminintretorsfound it difficult to fiscally plan until the final results of the formulawere available; the availability of this information frequently occureedrelatively late in the appropriations planning process since all. mergedarea school fiscal and errollment reports had to be reviewed and correctedprice to the development of the formula input.

The *Department of Public Instruction staff, reacting to what appeared to :xsan expression for change on the part of most area school superintendentstoward a formula that apparently lacked universal acceptance but still.seemed as viable as art of the other alterra.ives reviewed, presented aprogram funding approach that attempted to meet the major concerns directedtoward the funding formula. The funding approach suggested by theDepartment of Public Instruction was built on a based the fiscal year1979 budgets as approvold by the State Board of Public Instruction. Therationale for this aproach was an assumption that the fiscal year 1979budget was the end result of four years of planning and revising a fundingformula that moved merged area schools toward average program coats. A3 aresult of these four years or effort, most merged area school budgets wererevised dramatically to reflect the directions imposed by the fundingformula. Consequently, the Department of Public Instruction staff felt afunding approach could be developed for fiscal year 1980 that reflected thefiscal year 1979 program carried forward with an appropriate adjustmentfor inflation.

The actual funding approach recommended by the Department of PublicInstruction and later accepted by both the merged area schoolsuperintendents and the boards of directors of merged area schools was arelatively simple approach that identified resources necessary to fund theexpenditures proposed in the approved fiscal year 1979 budgets. Theseresources were then translated into proposed fiscal year 1979 expendituresand identified as the base for building toward the fiscal year 1980appropriation request. This approach also very significantly excludedcertain types of area school revenue such as federally funded programa andthe federal protion at the special needs programs and projects. Thisexclusion was deemed desirable since these revenues were from sources overwhit the state frequently bad little control and included grogram, thatneed not, in all cases, be commitmenta to be imposed upon state resourcesin the future.

In planning l'cr this funding approach, two additional considerations wereaide that could have significant impacts on future funding of the mergedarea schools. mere considerations were the inclusion of unrestricted fundbalances as a part of the funding approach and a proposed limitation on the
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mount of unrestricted fund balances that can be carried forward in futurefiscal years. The former consideration was extremely significant since itproposed utilizing unrestricted fund balances to fund aerged area schooloperating programs during fiscal year 1980; a decision that will thentwmcessarily ream* the amount of state general aid required since a portionof the rep:mirage required for this funding approach will be supplied by theinstitutions' unrestricted fund balances. In addition, the decision toarbitrarily restrict the size of future unrestricted fund balances was alsosignificant since it alerted merged area schools that at the end of thebiennium, fiscal year 1981, merged area schools that retained anunrestricted fund balance larger than one month's operating expenditureswould be penalized to the extent that future funding approaches wouldutilize the amounts greater than one month's operating expenditures to fundthe institutions rather: than attempting to receive a state appropriationequal to this amount.

Another important consideration in this funding approach was the procedurefor funding those programs that were initiated during fiscal year 1979 withthe added enrollment appropriation of 050,000. This appropriation wasmade relatively late in the cession and most of these programs were notbuilt into the budget for merged area school expenditures for fiscal year1979. Therefore, an adjustment was made for those schools thatparticipated in this added enrollment appropriation. The adjustmentbasically provided for the inclusion of the additional tuition revenue forthese programs as well as the amount of the added enrollment appropriationexclusive of ary equipment expenditures for fiscal year 1979. Thisconsideration then increased the income resources for each for theparticpating institutions by the amount of tuition and non-equipmentexpenditure income and subsequently increased the base for theseinstitutions for fiscal year 1980 by these two amounts. This adjustmentwas considered necessary if these programs were to be continued in anotherbiennium since some consideration had to be given to reflect the incaserequired to support these programs in future year:,
The total allcwahle expenditures (79,780,013.00) arrived at by thisapproach which included the adjustment for the added enrollmentappropriation was then adjusted forward to reflect an inflationary increaseof 8.5%. This inflationary increase was considered the amount ofadditional state general aid revenue that would be required to support theon-going fiscal year 1979 programs during fiscal year 1980 exclusive ofMow programs that were excluded which were basically the federallysupported programs. Merged area schools also were informed at this timethat the state general aid request of $44,132,985.00 would be reduced bywhatever amount the local tax revenue would increase for fiscal year 1980above the amount received for fiscal year 1979. The projection of localtax revenue for fiscal year 1980 was not available at the time tkeappropriation request was determined and this adjustment was scheduled fora later date. In addition, all merged area schools were notified that ifthe final state general aid appropriatiop was less than requested, allmerged area schools would have their state general aid requests reduced inthe =me proportion.

During the legislative session agreements to merge two independent juniorcolleges, Palmer Junior College at Davenport and Ottumwa Heights College atOttumwa, with Merged Area II (Eastern Iowa Community College District) andMerged Area IV (Indian Hills Community College) respectively were approved
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and a special request for appropriations to fund these mergers was
submitted to the General Assembly. This appropriation included $282,474
f cr Merged Area IX and $228,300 for Merged Area IV. Both of these
were eventually approved by the General Assembly and included in lineitem allocation to these institutions in the total state general d
appropriati

3

The General Assembly appropriated funds for the biennium rather than theannual appropriations of the previous biennium. State general aid
appropriations were $42,168,500 for fiscal year 1980 and $4 8,1 41,500 forfiscal year 1981. The requests were for $43,962,985 and $51,1 51,512
respectively "occlusive of the requests for the mergers with the independent
junior colleges that were added during the session. She state vocational
aid appropriation for both years was $8,700,000 as reqtimsted. Mere wasalso an equipment replacement appropriation of $1,600,000 for fiscal year1980 and $1,850,000 for fiscal year 1981 which was less than the $2,883,218
and $3,075,431 requested but still a significant increase over the
appropriations for the three previous years of ,350,000 each year. The
appropriation far no: programs was $200,000 for each of the two fiscal
years rather than the $600,000 requested and $50,000 less than the
appropriation for fiscal year 1979.

Additional appropriations for the public radio stations operated by mergedarea schools were made of $130,500 for both fiscal years to operate the
station in Merged Area lai,'$120,000 and $130,500 respectively to operate
the station in Merged Area XIII and $114,800 in fiscal year 19 80 for the
equipment needed to establish a public radio station it Merged Area V.
Also appropriatid was the $200,000 that was requested for each year of the
biennium far the new Iowa Industrial Start-up Training Program.

She line item allocations for each merged area school included in the stategeneral aid appropriation were reduced tram the mounts requested in
proportion to the appropriation requeSt which was reduced from a projected
inflationary increase of 8.5 percent to 7 percent by the General Assembly.
She allocations were also reduced :slightly to reflect the exclusion of theamounts that had been included in the re nest to offset the impact of the
special taxes for unemployment insuranoe and tort liability.
airing the legislative session of 1980 (Sixty-eighth General Assembly), the
repartment of Public Instruction presented five supplemental appropriation
requests. These requests were:

1. A supplemental state general aid request to meet
inflationary costs of $3,609 0 10.

2. An additional appropriation for new preparatory career
programs and sections of $400,000;

An appropriation of $327,000 for equipment replacement
for Nortbiest Iowa Technical College (Merged Area IV)
for the Heavy Equipment Operator Program;

14. An appropriation of $105,000 for oparation of the
public radio station to be operated by Iowa Central
Community College (Merged Area ) ; and
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Additional funding of 450,000 for jointly administered
prograns of preparatory career education operated by
merged area schools for students enrolled in local
secondary school districts.

The supplemental state general, aid request was determined by the followingprocedure:

1. Adding to the fiscal year 1979 base budgets of merged
area schools the increased appropriation for stategeneral aid for fiscal year 1980 and the increases in
the local taxaery (this provided for approximately a
7% overall increase in merged area school operating
budgets for fiscal year 1980);

Increasing the amount calculated in (1) above by 11.26%
which - rzresents the allowable growth for fiscal year
1981 of local school districts is the state foundation
plan exclusive of the adjustments for prior fiscal
years; and

Subtracting from the amount obtained in (2) above the
state general aid appropriation for fiscal year 1981 t_.
identify the supplemental appropriation required to
provide an increase in merged area school operating
budgets of 11.26% for fiscal year 1981.

This procedure, if funded, would have provided merged area schools with astate general aid appropriation of $51 ,750,510 in fiscal year 1981 or
$598,998 more than the original request submitted to the General Assemblyin 1979.

The General Assembly did not respond favorably to the requests and the onlyappropriation approved was $50,000 in House File 2580 for operation of thepublic radio station by Iowa Central Community College (Merged Area V). Arecommendation by the Governor to the General Assembly for an appropriationto fund a 2% salary increase for state employees that would have includedmerged area school employees was withdrakin as the national econory slidfurther into a severe recession.

Later in the year, as the full impact of the economic recession became moreapparent on state revenue, the Governor was forced to act and on August 12,1980 the Governor invoked the provisions of Sectirn 8.31, Code of Iowa, asidin Executive Order Number 38 announced there would be a 3.6% reduction inallotments of all state appropriations. This action reduced all mergedarea school appropriations for fiscal year 1981
This reduction in state appropriations was later increased on December 15,1980 by an additional 1% to a total reduction of 4.6% (See Figure 13).
The state general aid appropriation request for the 1981-83 biennium was
cooperatively developed by Department of Public Instruction staff workingclosely with merged area school representativcs. The appropriation requestwas developed through a procedure that attempted to provide each merged
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area school with the resources the merged area school recei-!ed in fiscal
year 1981 and an allowable growth for inflation for each year cf the
1981-83 biennium. The alai/able gra, th for inflation was developed through
a procedure that attempted to provide each aerged area school with a
uniform increase in appropriations to meet the anticipated increased oast
of operating the on-going programs during the biennium.

The procedure for arriving at the state general aid request for the general
fund was based on the actual cost per contact hour for fiscal year 1980
(the most recent information available at the time of the request). the
state average oast per contact hour was computed for both direct and
indirect costs for each of the three major coat centers of Adult Education,
Arts and Sciences, and Vocational Education. The fiscal year 1980 state
average direct and indirect Lost per contact hour for each cost center was
increased by seven" percent for fiscal year 1981 and by 10 percent each for
fiscal years 1982 and 1983. The seven percent increase in fiscal year 1981
represented the mount of resouroes the state intended to make available to
merged area schools for that fiscal year prior to the 4.6% reducfr.on. The
increases of 10 percent each for the fiscal years 1982 and 1983 were based
on the current estimated rate of allowable growth in the foundation plan
for local school districts.

For fiscal year 1982 the calculated increase in state resources for each
merged area school was determined by multiplying the 1980 state average
cost per contact hour for each of the three cost centers by seven percent
and this product was then multiplied by ten percent. The calculated
increase was multiplied by the actual contact hours each area school
generated in fiscal year 1980. This product was computed for each of the
area schools for the three cost centers for both direct and indirect costs
for contact hours eligible for state general aid. The _indirect costs were
also calculated for the contact hours not eligible 4/ receive the state
general aid. The increase in the state average costifor indirect oasts was
approximately one-third of that for the combined total of direct and
indirect costs for all three cost centers. (The contact hours for students
in jointly administered programs for secondary students were considered a
fourth cost center and since those contact bows were not eligible for
state general aid they were multiplied by only the increase in indirect
costa.)

She estimated increase in the local tax levy for fiscal year 1982 was
subtracted from the total amount of calculated increase for the combined
total of the three cost centers plus the provision for jointly administered
programs for each merged sohool to arrive at the net increase of state
resources.

The mount of vocational reimbursement aid available to each merged area
school was adjusted to reflect a uniform rate of reimbursement based on
actual expenditures for fiscal year 1980. After the vocational
reimbursement rate was determined the state general aid appropriation for
fiscal year 1981 for each merged area school was adjusted so that the
combined total mount of resouroes from state general aid and vocational
reimbursement aid equaled the combined total received in fiscal year 1981.
However, the portion that each resource constituted of the total varied
from fiscal year 1981 because of the adjustment of vocational aid to
unit orm ra te.
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The amount of the calculated increase in state general aid less the
estimated increase in the local tax levy was then added to the adjusted
amount of state general aid the merged area school was credited with for
fiscal year 1981, after the adjustment to standardize the vocational aid
rate. This amount constituted the total state general aid request for each
Merged area school for fiscal year 1982. The mount of state general aid
requested for fiscal year 1983 was based 01 an additional 10 percent
increase in the state perage wets per contact hour for each of the cost
centers.

The total amounts of state general aid requested were also adjusted by the
additional amounts required to continue the programs initiated during the
previous biennium by the state "added enrolment appropriation" request and
the vocational aid that was used in conjunction with this appropriation.

The actual state general aid appropriations requested far the 1981-83
biennium were $57,670,404 in fiscal year 1982 and $67,811,297 in fiscal
year 1983. The vocational aid request remained the same as the previous
biennium at $8,700,000 for each year of the biennium.

Separate appropriation requests were made for specialized situations.
These included a request for one million dollars for each year of the
biennium for new preparatory career programs and additional sections of
existing programs and an equipment replacement request of $3,630,937 for
fiscal year 1982 and $3,872,996 for fiscal year 1983. She equipment
replacement requests were based on six and two-thirds percent of the
equipment inventory of merged area schools.

Additional requests were made for each of the public radio stations
operated by merged area schools in accord with the developing plan for
making public radio accessible to all of Iowa. These appropriations were
for $130,000 for fiscal year 1982 and $160,000 for fiscal year 1983 for
Merged Area V, $200,000 for fiscal year 1982 and $225,000 for fiscal year
1983 for Merged Area XII, and $275,498 for fiscal year 1982 and $293,355
for fiscal year 1983 for Merged Area XIII.

The Depitrtment of Public Instruction also requested capital appropriations
of: $16,363 to match a federal grant to obtain the funds necessary to
develop g public radio station in Merged Area II; capital appropriations
for the public radio station in Merged Area V of $30,000 for fiscal year
1982; and for the public radio station in Merged Area XCII of $22,000 for
the same year. A separate request was made for $369,000 in fiscal year
1982 for equipment replacement for Merged Area IV's preparatory career
program in Heavy Equipment Construction.

The Department of Public Instruction also requested $250,000 in fiscal year
1982 and $275,000 in fiscal year 1983 for the Iona Industrial Start-up
'training Program that was intended to be used by merged area schools

The unfortunate economic situation in early 1981 resulted in the
de t ermi no Lion by both the Governor's Office and the General Assembly to
keep appropriation increases to a minimum. As a result of this situation,
the Governor's Office recommended that appropriations be generally held to
the appropriation level at fiscal year 1981 after the reduction of the 4.6
percent reversion and that they be increased in fiscal year 1983 to the
amount of the initial fiscal year 1981 appropriation. The General Assembly
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supported the Governor's request and, as a result, the appropriations for
merged area schools for state general aid and vocational aid were the sameas in fiscal year 1981 after the 4.6 percent reversion. The appropriationsfar state general aid were A5,926,991 in fiscal year 1982 and $48,141,500in fiscal year 1983. Tor vocational aid the appropriation was $8,299,800in fiscal year 1982 and $8,700,000 in fiscal year 1983. As a result of the
added enrollment appropriation, there was also apprordrated $190,800 infiscal year 1982 and $200,000 in fiscal year 1983 to be allocated to mergedarea schools for continued support of the ;rograms begun during the
previous biennium. the amount appropriated far public radio stations infiscal year 1982 remairad the same as in fiscal year 1981 except that the
distribution changed somewhat to provide that aerged areas V, III, and XIIIwere to receive $98,898 in fiscal year 1982 and $103,667 in fiscal year
2.983.

No appropriations were made for equipment replacement, the lava IndustrialStart-up Training program or for capital appropriations.

Recognizing that some relief had to be provided to merged area schools forincreased energy costs and far salary adjustments, there were two norappropriations approved. The appropriation for energy costs was $600,000far each year of the biennium to be used for assistance in meeting theincreased utility and fuel costs which exceed energy conservation savingsrealized under a merged area school's energy conservation plan. The salaryadjustment appropriation VIM intended to provide a salary adjustment formerged area school staff comparable to that received by other state
employees and included an appropriation of $3,320,000 in fiscal year 1982and $6,803,000 in fiscal year 1983. the actual amount of the salaryadjustment appropriation was based on the estimated portion that statefunds had contributed to the total resources received by merged areaschools. (See figures 116 and 15.)

During the second regular session of the Sixty-ninth General Assembly in1982 the merged area schools and Department of Public Instruction requestedthree supplementary appropriations for merged area schools. Mese requestswere a restoration cos' the equipment replacement appropriation CC
t1,850,0001 an appropriation of $100,000 for new preparatory careerprograms and new sections or existing programs and $275,000 to continue theIowa Industrial Start-up Training Program. The General Assembly respondedfavorably to only one oaf these requests by appropriating $275 ,000 for theIowa Industrial Start-up Training Program.

Planning for the appropriation requests for the 1983-85 biennium focused inon the need for an equitable funding procedure for merged area schools.
Although the merged area schools and Department of Public Instruction didnot feel the proposed funding formula was ready to be included in the Codeof Iowa, there as sufficient agreement that the appropriation requestsshould be develciped based on same or the major concepts in the proposedformula. ConseOuently, appropriation requests by the merged area schools
and the Depar_tafent included the fancying:

r.

State general aid of $60,126,726 was requested for fiscal
year 1984 and $67 012 ,100 was requested for fiscal year1985.

SO
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Vooational. aid of $6,700,000 was requested for each year of
the biennium.

Equipment replacement assistance of 41,850,000 was requeated
for each year of the biennium.

Fbr aim programs $200,000 was requester for fiscal. year 1984
and $300,000 for fiscal year 1985.

;4An added enrbollment appropriation was requested of $200,000
for fiscal year 1984 and $400,000 for fiscal year 1985.
A separate appropriation for equalization was requested thatincluded $1,508,000 for fiscal year 1984 and $1 ,200,000 far
fiscal year 1985.

A continuation of tha energy appropriation was requested of$650,000 for each year at the biennium.

A separate appropriation of $50,000 for each year of the
biennium was requested far staff development.
Appropriations were requested for three merged area school
radio stations that included for Merged Area V $110,716 infiscal year 1 984 and $118,2.45 in fiscal year 1 985 and for
aerged areas XII and XIII appropriations or $139,3T4 eachfor fiscal year 1 964 and $148,P51 each for fiscal year 1985.
A request for the continuation of the Iowa Industrial
Start-up Training Program included needed appropriations of$275,000 in fiscal year 1 984 and $300,000 in fiscal year
19E5.

A capital appropriation of $4461,500 was also requested to
provide necessary equipment for the heavy equipment programin Merged Area IV.

The request far state general aid was based on the following
cal cula Lions :

$48,141 ,500
8,700 ,000

200,000

600,000
_A AO ADD
$64,444 ,500

lia81
$ 4,38.?226

$48,141 ,500
200 ,000

600 ,000
BALM

$55,744,500
..3112.226.

$60 ,1 26 ,7 26

State general aid for fiscal year 1983.
State vocational aid.
Added enrollment appropriation to continue
pro grama.
Energy appropriation.
Salary adjustment for fiscal year 1983.

Growth factor (Urban Consumer Price Index)
Projected income growth for fiscal year
1984.
State general aid for fiscal year 1983.
Added enrollment appropriation to continue
program.
Energy appropriation.
Salary adjustment for fiscal year 1 983 .State general aid base.
Projected income growth for fiscal year 1984.Request for fiscal year 1984 appropriation.



$60,125,726

8,700,000
653 ,000

_145116.4161
$70 ,985 ,113

6-11
$ 4,826,987

$60,126,726

650,000

$62,112,100
__44122 .&2111

$67,112,100
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Projected state general aid far fiscal
year 1984.
State vocational aid.
gnerw appropriation.
altalitation appropriation.
Total projected state appropriation.
Grarth factor (Urban Constance Price Index)
Projected incace graith for fiscal year
1985.

Projected state general aid for fiscal
year 1985.
Emery appropriation.
Bqual Lea tion appropriation.
Request far fiscal. year 1985
Projected Luca:e grcarth for fits cal year
1985.
Request far fiscal year 1985 appropriation

The state general aid request, which was calculated on a 6.8% inflationaryfactor was to he distributed to merged area schools on the basis of theproposed funding formula. The intent was to use fiscal year 1983 revenuesand expenditures as the base year tar casputing the amounts to be allocatedto merged area schools. The allocation process was based on the tour oneventers at adult education, arta and sciences, vocational-technical andcooperative high school programa.

The procedure recommended included calculating the average local and stateoasts far the four coat centers for contact hours of student enrollmentEach merged area school was to be entitled to an inflationary farvincrease in revenue which was to be based on the state average cost for thecost center and this mount was to be added to the local average cost forthe cost center and the total multiplied by the cumber of contact hours inthe cost center. The sus of all four cost centers for a merged area schoolwas then to be identified as the total allowable coat far the institutionand Eras this amount an amount equal to controllable revenue resources wasto be subtracted to arrive at the mount of state general aid allocated toeach merged area school.

To provide some opportunity tar equalization of state support, a separateappropriation request was made tar equalization. These funds were intendedto be allocated to merged area schools who were below the state averagecost in a cost °enter. The process for allootting these funds providedthat they would be distributed on the basis of up to one-half at the fiscalyear amount of the inflationary increase of a cost center for eachinstitution that it was beim the state average cost:. This process wouldhave provided each institution an opportunity, over a perioc " time, tocome up to the state average cost of each cost center.
The funding requests were based on the follading concepts included in theproposed funding formula:

each merged area school would have a base alL.wable
mount in a cost center equal to the local 'average costper contact hour;



there would be Tour cost centers;

the contact hour would the base unit;

merged area schools below the state average cost would
have an °ppm-Ludt/ to gradu:Illy receive addLtional
resources to coke up to the state average cost;

the calculations used in the funding procedure would be
the fiscal year immediately preceeding the budget year;

the inflationary increase would be based on the state -
average cost in a cost center; and

only controllaole revenue resources would be deducted
trczu an institution's allowable cost

The reaction to the appropriation requests was far from enthusiastic. The
acvernor basically recommended the sane appropriation in total as the
merged area school received in the prior fiscal year. She Governor's
request combined in a single state general aid request the prior year's
state general aid, salary adjustment appropriation, added enrellment
appropriation, energy appro;riation and radio station appropriations. No
requests were made for equipment replacement or other special
appropriations except for a continuation of the 48 ,100.$00p vocational aid
appropriation and $275,000 for the Iowa Industrial Start-up Training
Program.

The final appropriations for fiscal year 1984 approved by the Genral
Assembly included $5612355,501 for state-general aid, $8,700,000 for state
vocational aid, $275,000 tor- the start-up program and for fiscal. year 1985
an appropriation of $21484,000 for salary adjustments. The appropriation
for state general aid and state vocational aid in total was $400,000 more
than the prior year's total merged area school appropriations.

Mere was a provision in the approved aprropriation bill that would have
permitted the carry -aver into fiscal year 19814 of aw funds from the energy
appropriation that were not allocated on the basic of fiscal year 1983
claims but this provision was vetoed by the Governor.

Two bills were approved by the General assembly that will have an important
impact on merged area school fiscal of alrs. These bills were Senate file
537 and House File 623.

Senate File 537 wended Chapter 2804 to add a new section, 280A.28, that
authorizes merged area schools to certify for levy a tax rate not to exceed
three cents per thousand dollars of assessed valuation for equipment
replacement. The bill included a section repealing the tax effective July
I- 1988 thereby provided 4 n equipoent replacement for four fiscal
years.

House File 623 authorized an Iowa Industrial New- Jobs Training Program.
This program is intended to provide an opportunity for merged area schools
to implement projects to train workers for new jobs in new or expanding
industrica. The bill provides for agri it to fund the projects with
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resources coming from certificates that may be paid frcm one or more of the
fallowing: incremental property taxes; credit from withholding taxes onsalaries; and tuition and . yes. The bill was intended to establish
program to make Iowa compati tive with other states in providing trainingfor new employees.

The impact of the continuing recession on state revenues required action bythe Governor early in the fiscal year to insure that the sMte maintained ab4Aget that was not in a deficit position. In early September Governor
Branstad announced a 2.8% reversion of state appropriations. This
across-the-board reduction reduced the state general aid appropriation to
$54,874,747, the vocational aid appropriation to $8,456,400 and the IowaIndustrial Start-Up Training appropriation to $267,300._

Although the response by the Governor and General Assembly to the biennialappropriation requests of the merged area schools was considerably less
than requested, the Department of Public Instruction and the merged areaschools presented essentially the flame appropriation requests for fiscal
year 1985 as they presented at the beginning of the biennium. The
opportunity for receiving the amounts requested appeared very remote.
However, it has considered essential to keep before the Governor andGeneral Assembly the fiscal needs of the merged area schools and requestthe appropriations it would take to implement a funding formula and provi&the funds necessary for equalization for those merged area schools beloathe state average coats in the tow cost centers.
The requests for appropriations to the Second Regular Session of the
Seventketh General Assembly included:

State General Lid
Vocational Lid
Equipment Replacement
New Programs
Added Enrollment
Equalization Aid
Utility Assistance
Staff Improvement
Iowa Industrial Star p Training
Equipment Replacement-llerged Area IV

$67,528,047
8,700 ,000
1 ,8F0,000

300,000
400,000

1 ,200
650,000

50,000
300,000
461 ,500

Fiscal contri.ints, resulting largely tram a state economy slow to respond to therecovery frau the recent recession, prevented the state frem responding toy stof the appropriation requests. The amounts appropriated included $55,106,-for state general aid, $8,456,400 for state vocational aid, $75,000 for the IowaIndustrial Start-Ur, Training Program and $500,000 for equipment replacement.The latter appropri.ation was significant since it repreiened the firstappropriation for equipment replacement since fiscal year
The fiscal exigecy confronting the state resulted in a decision toreappropriate the state general aid for fiscal year 1984 to three quarters or$242,341 ,"?6 in fiscal year 1984 and the lrzt quarter or $13,718,687 in fiscalyear 1985 to be accrued as income and used for expenditures incurred in fiscalyear 1984. This appropriation provided a reduction in the state budget forfiscal year 1984 but did continue the same general aid to the merged area
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schools on an accrual basis. The state general aid for fiscal year 1985 was
appropriated in the sate manner with three quarters or $41,329,517 appropriated
in fiscal year 1985 and the fourth quarter or $13,776,507 appropriated in fiscal
year 1986 to be accrued and used for expenditures incurred in fiscal year 1985
(She three quarters of state general aid for fiscal year 198.4 totaling
$42,341,626 that was reappropriated was actually reduced to $41,156,060 by the
2.8% reversicin.)
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Fiire 1

MAJOR S RCES OF AREA SCFTOa.

INCOME FOR

OPERATIONAL MIRPOSIM

(General Rind)

Tui Lion Local Max State & State
Federal

and levy Vocational General
& Adul t

Fees (20 1/4 cents) Reimbursement Aid

FOUR MAJOR SOURCES OF ICOME

FOR FISCAL YEAR 1967 THESE SOURCES CONSTINTED 85% AND IN FISCAL YEAR 19814 THEY
CONSTITUTE 91.36%

All Other Sources
(Includes Federal Non-
Vow ti onal Rinds Gifts

Sale of Products, Unrestricted
Funds, etc.

FOR FISCAL YEARS 1967 THROUGH 19824 ALL OTHER scuRas CONSTIMITED FROM 15%
(FISCAL YEAR 1967 TO 8.614% (FISCAL YEAR 19814) OF ALL AREA SCHOOL INCOME TO
THE GENERAL FUND
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Figure 2

ALLOCATIONS OF STATE VOCATIONAL FACILITIES GRANTS

j4erged Area Amount Allocated

I - Calmar $ 2,340,000
II - Mason City 1,000,000
III - Estherville 750,000
IV - Sheldon

750,000
V - Fort Dodge 850,000
VI - Marshalltain

750,000
VII - Waterloo 1,335,000
IX - Davenport 1,190,000
I - Cedar Rapids 1,300,000
XI - Ankeny 1,800,000
XXI - Sioux City 1,000,000
XIII - Council Bluffs 1,250,000
XIV - Creston

- Ottt=sia

XVI - Burlington

TV TAI,

985,000

950,000

750,000

$171000,000

Includes $1,500,000 appropriated in 1977 to be distributed
$500,000 each in fiscal years 1978, 1979 and 1980.
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Figure 3

.AMOUNT OF STATE GENERAL AID PAID
PER FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT ENROLLMENT

(Fiscal Years 1 967 through 196 9)

ilutaaLAtiat
Amount Authorized

BY Code lagzaLlaid (Difference)
1967 $2.25 $1.91 ($.34)
196 8 $2.25 $2.01 ($.2 '3)

1969 $2.25 $1.67 ($.58)

THE AMDUNT APPROPRIATED IN FISCAL

TEARS 1 967 711ROUGH 1'96 9 WAS INSU'F-

FICILNT TO PAY STATE GENERAL AID

CLAIM IN FULL.



Figure 4

FORMULA FOR PROVIDING STATE
GENERAL AID TO AREA SCHOOLS

(Chapter 2861, Code of Iowa)

IOWA RESIDENTS MILT

Lecture
Contact
Hours

(Career & Coll. Parallel)
Reimbursable Hours

Laboratory
Contact X 2 Reimbursable Hours(Career & Coll. Parallel)

Adult Basic & High
School Completion I I = Reimbursable HoursContact Hours

All Other Eligible
Adult Education I 2 Reimbursable HoursContact Hours

TOTAL REIMBURSABLE
HOURS

TOTAL

REIMBURSABLE
HOURS I 540 FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT ENROLLMENT

flll-Time Equivalent Erro'.Iment I $405(1) STATE GENERAL AID

(1) $2.25 per day for thirty-six weeks
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Figure 5

LINE ITEM ALLOCATION OF STATE GENERAL AID RECEIVED BY EACH AREASCHOOL FOR THE 1969 -71 BIENNIUM AND THE 1971 -73 BIENNIUM

.1f21 ____ Frn
1 - Cal ear

$ 186 ,208.00 $ 2145,070.00 $ 443,945.00 $ 511 1429.00

II - Mason City
738,222.00 801 1968.00

918,261 .00
1,028,182.00

III - Estherville
404 ,747 .00

443,090.00
605,620.00

677 9733.00

IV - Sheldon
189,157.0 228,434 .00

265,392 .00
307 ,892.00

V- Fort Dodge
742,121 .00

81 8,966 .00 1 ,044,383 .00 1 075,689.00

VI - Mar:halite:4in
896 1020.00

942 ,851 .00
1,066,140.00

1 , 178 1242 .00

VII - Waterloo
472,714.00 581 ,937.00

664,697 .00
766 ,501 .00

IX - Davenport
772 1928.00

919,712.00 1 ,008 ,982 .00 1 8125,003.00

X - Cedar Rapids
165,180.00 1 ,31 4 ,505.00 1 ,509,1;7 .00 1 ,724,525.00

XI - Ankeny
1 , 035 :739.00

1 ,326 ,739 .00 1 ,51 0,361 .00 1 ,737 15g/ .00

/a' - Sioux City
327 ,058.00

416 ,441 .00
531,453 .00

611,255.00

XIII - Council Bluffs
499 8859.00 610,306.00

800 ,849 .00
914 ,271 .00

XIV - Creston
266 1424.00

316 1403.00
3581965 .00 407 ,974.00

XV - Otttuala
665 1737.00 736 1130.00

823 ,4 92.00
926 1633.00

XVI - West Burlington
560,531.00 611,588.00

718,283.00 807 ,074 .00

- Emma burg
77,35i.00 85 1860.00

TOTAL
$9,000,000.00 $10,400,000.00

*This figure includes $100,000.00 for the ru tuque Campus.

9U

$12,27 0,000.00
$13,900,000.00*
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Figure 6

TUITION CHARGED BY AREA SCHOCLS
FISCAL YEAR 1985 (1984-E5 SCHOCL YEAR)

=OM YEAR OF THREE QUAR TEES OR TWO SEMESTERS

Mergedlea
Calmar

Iowa
Resident:

$ 792.00

Non-Iowa
Rezidents

$ 1,584.00

II - Mason City 760.00 1 140.00

III - Estherville 750.00 1 125.00

IV - Sheldon 750.00 1 125.00

Fort Dodge 700.00 1,050.00

VI - Marshall tarn 9( .00 1,800.00

VII - Waterloo 792.00 1 ,5 84 .00

IX - Davenport 800.00 1,200.00

X - Cedar Rapids 738.00 1,476.00

XI - Ankeny 896.00 1 ,792.00

XII - Sioux City 690.00 1,380.00

XIII - Council Bluffs 1,020.00 2,040.00

XIV - Creston 840.00 1,260.00

ttumw a 900.00 1,350.00

XVI - Burlington 820.00 1,230.00



Figure 7

STATE SUPPORT FOR AREA SCHOOLS FOR 1973 -75 BIENNIUM,

Mer me d Area

Line Item
State Cenral Aid

Fiscal Year Fiscal Year
1 974 1 975

Salary
Ad_iustipent

Equipment
2212WegleilLalibiLEMenl

Fiscal Year Fiscal Year
1 974 1975'

Fiscal Year
1 975

I - Cal mar $ 556,825 $ 490,605 $ 111,286 $ 7,720 $ 24,578II - Hugon City 1 1114 ,265 1 ,222 ,930 1141 ,530 6,360 22 ,6 16III - Estherville 724,350 794,085 105,953 5,740 24,455IV - Shaldon 344,370 325,135 63,178 8,060 -20,961V - Fort Dodge 1 ,334 ,440 1,427,105 192,793 11 ,800 40,513VI - Harahan tom 1 ,521 ,630 1 ,645 ,445 161 ,601 12,760 36 ,1 00VII - Waterloo i ,042,945 1 11 4,315 156,645 13,380 . 49,155IX - Davenport 1 1162 ,505 1 ,321 ,205 193,990 18,420 52,403X - Cedar Rantids 1 ,952 1755 2,172,155 333,444 18,520 60,616XI - Ankeny 2,1 90,205 2,283,180 317,935 34,580 107,932XII - Sioux City 716,725 750,965 118,073 12,160 36,774XIII - Council Bluffs 1,109,545 1 ,267 ,650 1 92 ,839 14,760 44,129XIV - Creston 451 ,405 455 ,51 5 51 ,396 5,160 13,178V - Ottumwa 1 ,006,320 1 ,121,330 146,563 22,260 55 ,468XVI - West Burlington 876,015 965,680 134,870 8,320 24,026

TOTALS $16 ,1 04,300 $17 ,357 ,3 00 $2,422 ,096 $200,000 $ 612,904

*Includes total allocation for equipoment replacement including $112,904 unexpected funds transferredfrom salary adjustment.
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Figure 8

PROPORTION OF AREA soma. iliCOME DERIVED

FROM MAJOR FUNDING scums FOR

FISCAL TEAR 1967 THECUGH 1984

-Fiscal Tui tion
agd Feu

Local
Tax Levy

State
GenerAl Aid

State and
Federal

.YU:41a.

All Other
Sources

.2f-Inaglt-UAL-

1967 13.95% 27.19% 00.00% 42 .86% 16 .00%

.1968 13.92% 16.46% 36.91% 26.02% 6.89%

196 9 20.99% 15.46% 23.19% 31.74% 8.62%

1970 20.95% 18.E.5% 29.32% 23.21% 8.46%

1971 23.59% 15.84% 28.98% 21.46% 10.13%

1972 24.06% 14.04% 29.78% 20.74% 11.38%

197 3 23.24% 13.12% 30.19% 20.12% 13.33%

1974 22.74% 11.79% 30.92% 20.99% 13.61%

1975 21.49% 5.42%(1) 31.63% 18.74% 22.72%

1976 21.58% 9.88% 34.76% 16.10% 17.68%

1977 21.65% 14.1:1%* 38.06% 15.32% 10.46%

197 8 21.95% 11.30% 39.84% 6.62% 10.92%

1979 21.17% 11.58% 42.08% 16.15% 9.0,..

1980 21.17% 10.89% 42.99% 15.71% 9.24%

1981 23.42% 10.57% 42.39% 13.11% 10.51%

1982 25.73% 10.95% 42.52% 11.53% 9.27%

1983 26.32% 10.64% 44.23% 10.15% 8.66%

1984 27.63% 10.79% 42.58% 10.36% 8.64%

- Due to change in fiscal year tax levy and accrual accounting, tax levy per-centage use was reduced and use a uTrestricted funds in other incase increased.
- Includes levy for loan repayment. $2,704,196 3.46%

14.51% - 3.46% s 11.05%



Figure 9

ORCiila OF AREA SCHOM ENRCLLYEN15 AND E XPEN I ITT RES

(Fiscal !ear 1967 throb 1984)

Fiscal
Year

Rill-Time Equivalent
Enrollment CAll Studesi,a) Expenditure;

1967 11,134.23 $ 6,608,823(1)
1968 17 ,944.25 20,172,391
1969 21,443.82 25,436,135
197 0 24,158.86 31 ,358,404

1971 28,185.68 36,034,495

197 2 32,553.52 40,6,524
1973 34,245.23 45,090,174
1974 35,816.29 51,387 ,102

1975 38,393.43 62,045 ,181
197 6 43 ,761.51 71,872,955
1977 44 ,413.94 73,929,24
197 8 42,720.68 80,719,178
197 9 44 ,573.28 87,418,803
1980 48,049.81 97,585,190
1981 53,009.04 108,350 ,545
1982 54,616.42 113,278,499
1983 55,810,72 123,399,913
1984 54,605.88 128,955 ,740

1 - Expenditures appear less than anticipated because this was the first year ofoperation and acme merged area schools were in operation for only a part of the schoolyear and several had contracts with local school. districts that had previously- operatedjunior colleges.



Figure 10

APPROPRIATION REQUEST FOR 1 975-77

Merged_ Area Recuested
STATE GENERAL AID REQUEST

Reauegted Aare2riAltd

Fiscal Year Fiscal Year
1977 1976

Approriated

Fiscal Year
1 977

EQUIPMENT
R EPLACEMEN T1

Appropriated Approoriated

Fiscal Year Fiscal Year
1976 1 977

Fiscal Year
1976

I - Calcar $ 1,050,169 $ 1,235,380 $ 885 ,411 $ 1 ,326 041 48,761 54,810II - Mason City 2,080,1814 2 ,3147 ,285 1 ,754 ,538 1 8962 1975 ,917 50,490III - Estherville 1 ,81 4 ,356 2,041 ,761 1,530,641 1 ,893 ,806 118,160 54,135IV - Sheldon 662,878 766,155 559,743 737 ,01 0 49,721 55 ,890- Fort Dodge 2,564 ,206 2,878,658 2,163,659 2,380,025 75,183 84 ,51 0.I - Marshalltwen 2,079,375 2,324,876 1,951,610 2,1146,771 67,136 75,465:I - Waterloo 2,193,049 2,522,601 1,850,204 2 ,096 1543 100,404 112,860U - Davao par t 2,142,928 2,1430,620 1,807,460 2,039,300 98,362 110,565I - Cedar Rapids 3,917 ,947 4,110,968 3,305,534 3 ,696 1976 106,288 119,475II - Ankeny 4,732,017 5 ,367 ,736 3 ,993 8509 4,553,243 225 ,788 253,800III - Sioux City 1 ,435,96 0 1 ,646 ,618 1 ,211 ,079 1 1502,642 72,420 8j ,405X'. 'ouncil Bluffs 1 ,800 ,601 2 ,063 ,089 1 ,577 ,328 1 ,796 ,015 88 ,991; 100,035Xl. yeston 635,622 724,097 547,464 691 ,692 023 30,375rir -Mtwara 1 ,616 ,945 1 ,865 ,41 5 1 ,369,324 1 ,555 ,1 1 5 102 , 085 114,75073I - West Burlington 1 ,531 ,889 1 ,734,058 1 ,292,1196 1 ,421 1746 145 ,758 51 ,435

TOTALS $30,258,126 $34,389,317 $25,800,000 $29,800,000 $1,201 ,000 $1 ,350 ,000

Aa allocated to individual merged areas based on equipment inventory.
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Figure 11

APPROPRIATION REQUEST MR 1977-79 BIENNIUM

Reauested
STATE GENERAL AID tIEQUEST

Reauestral 1/22fmciated

Fiscal Year Fiscal Year
1979 1 978

limrsuarialtsi

Fiscal Year
1 979

EQUIPMENT
REPLACEYEN T1

ADDropriated Approoriated

Fiscal Year Fiscal Year
1 978 1 979

Fiscal Year
1978

I - Calmar $ 1,480,753 $ 1,621 ,245 $ 1,626 ,450 $ 1,732,626 $ 54 ,810 $ 60,345
II - Mason City 2,328,210 2,549,219 2 ,1 92,515 2,476 098 50,490 53,865
III - Estherville 2,051 ,920 2,245 ,91 2 1,9Q2,789 2,248,231 54,135 56,700
IV - Sheldon 725,131 794,374 747,895 755,039 55,890 50 ,4 90
V - Fort Dodge 2,494 t900 2,733,369 2 ,556 ,21 0 2,784 ,581 84 ,51 0 91 ,530
VI - Marehalltcwn 2,256 ,226 2,469,781 2,238,326 2,426 ,053 75,465 64,800
VII - Waterloo 2 ,236 ,266 2,448,116 2,135,419 2 ,657 9243 112,860 112,995
IX - Davenport 2,525,177 2,765,866 2,466 1688 2,81 0,81 8 110,565 103,140
X - Cedar Rapids 3,784 :7644 4,145 088 3 ,686 8010 4,403 ,929 119,475 133,380
XI - Ankeny 5,159,282 5,650,888 5 1035,761 5,593 ,837 253,800 236 ,250
XII - Sioux City 1 ,4 89 ,693 1,632,078 1 ,633,166 1,720,1 41 81 ,405 81 ,945
XIII - Council Bluffs 2 ,270,1 45 2,487 ,835 2 ,22 9,588 2,637,192 100,035 102,330
XIV - Creston 873,850 956 ,860 840,181 956 ,902 30,375 33 ,210
XV - Ottumwa 1,657,035 1,816 ,228 1,771,067 2,034,507 114,750 110,970
XVI - West Burlington 1 ,634 ,695 1,790,952 1 ,562,035 1 ,812,703 51,435 58,050

TOTALS $32,968,047 107 ,91 1 $32,714,100 $37 1050 000 $ 1,350,000 $1,350,000

-As allocated to individual merged areas used on equipment inventory.
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Figure 12

jerged Area lealtalasi

Fiscal Year
1980

APPROPRIATION

STATE GENERAL
jtecuested

REQUEST FOR 1 97

AID REQUEST

.ARRratilasil

Fiscal Year
1 j80

9-81 BIENNIUM

JaRtiumilited

Fiecal Year*
1981

EQUIPMENT
REPLACEMENT1

Appropriated Appropriated

Fiscal Year Fiscal Year
1980 1981

Fiscal Year
1981

I - Calmar $ 2,06 8,009 $ 2,422,862 t 1,92 9,040 t 2,119,236* $ 70,400 $ 99,364*
II - Mason City 2,888,069 3 ,3 21,208 2,733,833 2,953,268* 63,360 66,184*
III - Estherville 2,613,078 2,989,915 2,464,600 2,66 9,7 81* 68,640 83,303 .
IV - Sheldon 93 0,5 88 1,119,093 868,613 976 16 37 0 59,360 6 0 1 83*
V - Fort Dodge 3 ,256 1762 3,749,651 3,111 ,971 3 1350 17 49* 112,000 113,130;
VI Marahall tmin 2,817,400 3 ,2 04,7 99 2,701,690 2,876,874* 76,960 83 ,1 27*
VII - Waterloo 3 1189 ,002 3 ,7 36,114 2,997 ,490 3 ,3 20,32,4* 128,320 131,662*

X - Davenport 3,347,937 3,92 8,1 06 3 146 09903 3 17 39,6 31* 121,280 133,779.
X - Cedar Rapids 5,350,370 6,280,728 5 ,120,16 2 5,5 82 12 81* 171,840 181,11320
XI - Ankergi 6,677,582 7 ,777 ,896 6.313 ,96 0 6 991 4 ,837* 271,36 0 304,0922*
(II - Sioux City 2,067,106 2,441 ,926 1,916 ,996 2,159,952* 94 ,400 111,895*
XIII - Council Bluffs 3,1 07 .993 3 ,6 12,237 2073.5 97 3,219,951* 128,480 145,251*
XIV Creston 1 ,113 ,7 39 1 ,2 85 1001 1,075 1177 1,157,334* 38,240 42,887*
XV Ottumwa 2,400,301 2,7 911,6 25 2.49 , 59 2 97 01,059* 126 ,56 0 134,838#
XVI West Burlington 2,135,049 2,487,351 1,996 .109 2 ,1 85 1017* 68,800 73,773*

TOTALS $43 ,96 2,985 $51 ,151 ,512 $42,168,500 $45 ,926 ,991* $1,600,000 $1,7 64 ,900*

*As allocated to individual merged areas based on equipment inventory.
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Figure 13.

APPROPRIATION FOR FISCAL TEAR 1 981
WITH 3.6% REDUCTION AND ADDITIONAL 1 .0% REDUCTION

Aporoorialion

Jointly Administered

New Preparatory (Added Enrollment )

General Aid

Amount
ANI2LOCINtrg

150,000

200,000

4 8,141 ,500

Mount After
.5S Reduction

144,600

1 92 ,800

46 ,408,406

Mount titer
Addi tional

i_Lca Reductiou

143,100

190,800

45,926 ,991
Vocational Aid 8,700,000 8,3 86 ,800 8,299,800
Radio Stations

Area V
50,000 48,200 47 ,700Area XII 130,500 125,802 124 ,497Area XIII 130,500 125,802 124,497

Equipment Replacement 1 1850,000 1,7 83 ,4 00 1,764 ,900
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Figure 14

APPROPRIATION REQUEST MR 1981 -83

er &ed Area Requested

Fiscal YEar
1982

STATE GENERAL. AID REQUEST
Requested ARIWS212thltatd

Fiscal Year Fiscal Year
1983 1982

AngroQr

Fiscal Year
1983

EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT*
Requeatad Requested

Fiscal Year Fiscal Year
1982 1983

I - Calmar $ 2,686 9934 3,1 95 ,91 0 $ 2,11 9,236 $ 2,221 ,421 202,289 $ 215,774II - Batson City 3 489 9494 4 ,225,016 2,953 ,26 8 3,0953,095,669 146 ,829 156 ,618III - Estherville 3,241 .979 3,739,620 ?,66 9,7 81 2,7 98,513 16 8,7 93 180,045
IV - Mel don 1,376,640 1,606,642 976,637 1,023 17 27 143,883 153,475
V - Fort Dodge 4 ,003 ,467 4,641 ,884 3,350,749 3,512,316 23 0,17 0 245,514
VI - Far sh al 1 town 3,499,250 4,03 2,6 00 2,876,874 3,015,591 167 ,7 01 178,881
VII - Waterloo 4,394,077 5,166 ;059 3,3 20,364 3,480,487 264,989 2 82 ,655
IX - Davenport 4 ,695 ,063 5,500,241 3,739,631 3,919,949 281,950 300,747
X - Cedar Rapids 7,175,002 81558,741 5,582 1281 5,851 11448 370,862 395,587
XI - Ankeny 8,450,3 87 9,988,914 6,914,837 7,248,257 613,142 654,018
XII - Sioux City 2 ,804 ,7 91 3 ,346 1274 2,159,952 2,264,101 218,310 232,864
XIII - Council Bluffs 4,075,487 4,77 9,853 3,219,951 3 9375,211 305,143 325,485
XIV - Creston 1,426 ,77 9 1,618,787 1,157 ,334 1 .213 1137 88,947 94,877
XV - Ottuemda 3,553,737 4,252 9341 2,701,059 2,831 ,299 276,132 294,540

- West Burlington 2,697,317,697 31:58,416 2,1 85 1017 2,290,374 151 ,797 161,916
TOTALS $57 ,67 0,404 $67,811 ,298 $45 1926 1991 $48,141 ,500 $3,630,937 $3,872,996

mNo funds were appropriated fa. equipment replacement for the 1981 -1983 biennium.
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Figure 15

TDTAL APPROPRIATION REQUEBIS FOR 1981-83 BIENNIUM

Appropriation liequfgat-14132

$57 1670,404

8 1,700,000

3,630,937

1 0000 1000

130,000

200,000

275,498

250,000

_

369,000

30,000

22,500

am MR MO M.

am iNk

ARlangriatrat

$45 $926 1991

8,299,800

- -
190,800

98,898

98,898

98,898

- - - -
! ! 4! !

! ! !
! ! !

S 11. -

6001000

3,320,000

Rave:4,-101

$67 g81 1 ,297

8,700,000

3,872,996

1,000,00C

160,000

225 /000

293,355

275,000

156,363

! ! !

! ! !

! ! -
dm I! no

.4, M. Oa

A22t2=1112ftlati

$48,141 ,500

8,700,000

! !

200,000

103,667

103103,667

103,667

275,000

18. ! ! 6.

!

! !
111, -

600,000

6 ,803 ;000

General Aid

Vocational Aid

allayment Replacement

Nei Preparatory Programa

Radio - Area V

Radio - Area XII

Radio - Area XIII

Induatr' 4.1 Start-Up

Capital Radio-Area II

Capital Equipment -Area IV

Capital' Radio-Area IV

Capital Radio-Area XIII

Ener a

Salary Adjustment
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Figure 16

TOTAL APPROPRIATION REQUESTS FOR 1983-8r, BIENNIUM

AppropriatiOD

General Aid

Vocational Aid

Equipment Replaoseent

NM Programs

Added Enrollment

Equal iz ati ont

Energy

Staff laprov anent

Radio-Area V

Radio-Area XE I

Radio-Area XIII

Industrial Start-Up

Oa Area IV

Salary Adjustatent

Rcquest-191a

$60,126 ,726

8,700,000

1,850 1000

200,000

200,000

1150 8,000

650 ,000

50,000

110,716

139,374

139,374

275,000

46 1,500

ARRE§Itriatilla

$56,4155 1501*

8,7O -000*

- a 00

MR Mt (10

Mt Mb MD 00

Mk

00 Mt

MD 00 Me

Mt MR Mt

M0 40 Mr MI

Mt Mt a0

275,000*

.11 110 00 I.

Requestalata

$67,112,100

8,700 000

1,850,000

300,000

400 ,000

1,200 ,000

650 ,000

50 ,000

118,245

148,851

148,851

3009000

MP MR 00 MR

.410 Mb Ow.

.A1=22aittigitiaLi

$55,106.0211

854566400

500 ,001

00 AM M lam

0/0 WO

IRM

IM GIR

m

a at Ow

OM

75,000

MR MD OM

2 ,4 84 1000

*Reversion of 2.8% reduced general aid to $54,874,747, vac& ti oral aid to $8,456,000 and the Iowa IndustrialStar to-Up Training to $267,300.
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GiAPM2 286A

GEICRAI. Ainaro scums

216A.1 Aces vocational schools, community and
junicr colleges.

286A.2 to 215863 Repealed.
286A. 4 Determination.
2861.S Information furnished by school district.
2468.5 Mass.

216A.1 AREA VCCRTICHAL SCEOCLS, cow=
AADIJUNIOR COLLeGIML

The several merged areas operating area
vocational schools or community conics,. and the
several school districts operating junior
colleges cc ccemunity colleges in the state of
Imo shall be entitled to receive financial aid
iron the state in the manner and amount as
provided in this ehapter.

286A.2 to 286A.3 Repealed.

280.4 DeTOUCDMIXXL
The general school aid funds allocated to

each district shall be determined as follcuss
Multiply cm dollar and thirty cents by the

timber-of students for which the district pays
tuition for such students to attend an area
vocational technical high school cc erogram which
has been established and approved under the
provisions of Chapter 258. Multiply this product
by the actual number of days that the vocational
technical school was officially in session, not
to exceed one hundred eighty days. For any
district ahich has an area vocational technical.
high school or program established and approved
under the provisions of Chapter 258, multiply one
dollar and fifty cents by the number of full-time
day students who have graduated from high school
or who ate beyond twenty-one years of age and are
tuition students. Multiply this product by the
actual lumber of days that the athool was
officially in session, not to exceed one hundred
eighty days. A schora district, f.n computing the
tuition to charge such a student, shall deduct
the amount of general aid received for such
student frees the regular tuition for such
student.

286A.5 INBOIReaTION rums= EY SC80a,,
DISTRICT.

At the close of each school year, but not
later than July 5, the local district or merged
area school shall supply to the state department
of public instruction the infonnstion required
for calculation of the amount reimbursable to the
district for elementary and secondary school.
For any day student who has been enrolled or a
less than a f411 school-day basis, the
reimbursement shall be calculated proportionately
to the portion fur which the student is enrolled
as shall be determined by the state department of
public instruction. Forms for reporting
intonation to calculate aid for elementary and
secondary school purposes shall be supplied by
the state department of public instruction to
each school district not later than June 1. 00
or before August 1, the state department of
public instruction shall furnish to the state
oreetroller estimates of the amount reimbursable
for the year to each' school district for general
aid for elementary and secendery school purposes
and upon said estimates the state controller
shall, on or about August 1, make payment of the
first half of the annual amount appropriated for

kozNERAL AID TO SOCZLS, 235A. 9

2861.7 to 2115A.8 Repealed.
2861.9 Merged area schools general aid.
216A.10 Aid paid quarterly.
215A.I1 Plan for allocation of reeeining'fLnds.
215A.12 thifoem accounting system.

such general aid. After all such claims have been
calculated foc the year and validated for

accuracy, the state department of public
instruction shall certify the same to the state
caagroller prior to Febcuary 1. Ce or about
ftbruary 1, the state amaptraller shall slake

meant to the school districts, of the balance
of the amount appropriated for such general aid,
which, when taken with the first half payment,
conforms to the amount of full year reirtursement
due each sehool district as then validated and
certified by the state department of pUhlic
instruction. In the event that the 'mount
appropriated for reinbursenent of the school
districts for such purposes is insufficient to
Fey in full the amounts to each of the school.
districts or merged areas, then the amount of
each payment shall be reduced by the state
comptroller in tie ratio that the total
respective funds appropriated and available for
such aid bears to the respective total arounts
certified for reimbursement. All funds received
or to be received under the provisions of this
ducter shall be taken into account and
considered by each school district or merged area
when estimating the amat.mt required for the
general fund.

215A.6
The superintendent of public instruction,

subject to the approval of the state board of
public instruction, is hereby authorized to adopt
such rules and definitions of terms as are
necessary and peeler for the administration of
this chapter. The necessary expenses incurred by
the department et public instruction in the
adminiatration of this ehapter may be paid from
the appropriation therefor. Mien such conditions
as unnatural weather hazards, bad roadt,
epidemics, and the like, occur to such an extent
as to penalize any district, the superintendent
of public instruction can adjust the formula by
taking the average of several months' attendance
in lieu of the months affected by such epidemics
or hazards.

285A.7 to 286A.8 Repealed.

2115A.9 MERGEDAREA =IDOLS GENERAL AID.
Merged areas operating area schools shall be

entitled to general school aid. eech merged area
shall be entitled to two dollars and twenty -five
cents per day for the full-time egkevalent
enrollment of students who are residents of the
state. The total an ount of state aid allocated
to each area shall be computed by the following
formula:

State aid Full-time equivalent
enrollment X 180 days X $2.25.

The amount appropriated for general state aid
for the fiscal year each year, shall first be
allocated to each merged area, in accordance with
the above formula, on the lassie of its
reixtursable full-time equivalent enrollment for
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286A.9, CENMAI, AID ID SOCCLS

the previous school year. Any amount renaining
shall be alliJcated to each merged area as
provided in sections 2E6A.11 and 286A.12. Any
course or program, the direct operational costs
of which are entirely paid by federal, state, or
other govezreental agencies oc private subsidy,
or both, Shall not be eligible for :ebb:zee:rent.

For the purpose of this chapter, the
following definitions shall apgy:

1. 'Fall-time equivalent enrollment' omens
the quotient of the total number of reimbursable
hours carried by residents cf the state attending
a single area school, divided by five hundted
forty, vhich represents fifteen reimbursable
hours per week for a period of thirty-six weeks.

2. 'Reimbursable hour' means any of the
follcwing:

a. One contact hour of lecture in an
approved course in arts and science or
vocational-technical education. A contact hour
of lecture is one that requires significant
outside preparation.

b. Two contact hours of laboratory in an
approved course in arts and science or
vocational-technical education.

c. Two =Intact hours in an approved course
of adult education that is eligible for general
state aid, except that basic adult education,
high schcca completion, and college credit
courses tPutt qualify as lecture courses will be
reimbursed on a on.% contact hour basis. Courses
dealing with recreation, hobbies, casual
cultural, o: self-enjoyment subject shall not be
eligible for reixturserent.

286A.10 AID MID QUARTERLY.
Payment of the aid provided in section 286A.9

shall be made to each merged area at the end of
each quarter of the school year, which ownwances
on July 1 and ends on the following June 30, in
the following manner:

1. At the close of each school year but not
later than July 5, the board of directors of each
such merged area shall certify to the state
department of public instruction the information
necessary to coepute the aid entitlement, as
hereinabove provided, for the school year ending
on June 30 immediately preceding the said July
1. In addition thereto, each said board shall
certify to the state department, its best bona
fide estimate of what the sane data and
information will be for the school year that
ccnrences upon the said July 1, and ends on the
following June 30.

2. On the basis of estimates certified, as
provided in subsection 1 hereof, thirty percent
of the anticipated aid entitlement for each such
merged area shall be paid to the merged area at
the end of each of the first three quarters of
the school year for which said estimates have

been certified. The aid payment for the fourth
quarter shall be equal to the difference between
the aggregate aid payments for the first three
quarters and the total emarit of aid entitlement
computed on the basis of the actual information
required for calculation, as certified in the
foliating July, plus or minus such pro rata
amount as may be neceraary to We the mggregete
total of general school aid paid to all such
merged areas fee the said year equal to the
respective amounts of mid funds appeoxiated for
payment to such areas in the midyear.

3. Forms for the paws, of reporting the
information and astieates required under
subsection 1 hereof shall be supplied by the
state department. After quarterly payments have
been calculated they shall be certified to the
state it troller for payment. 'Duch cer-
tification shall be rade to the crectraller on or
about August 1, At wetter 1, February 1, and May 1
for aid payable for the preceding quarter. The
comptroller shall pay the quarterly /runts so
certif ied forthwith.

286A.11 PLAN FOR 4,..14CRTTON OF RENkiNtNG
rams.

The superintendent of public instruction,
with the advice and participation of an advisory
committee, shall submit a plan to the state
controller fax the allocation of any funds
refraining after fulfilling the requirements of
section 286,169.

For the purpose of this section, the
'advisory committee' shall consist of one board
member from each merged area, to be appointed by
each merged area board at its first meeting in
July of each year.

286Aa2 UNIFORM ACCOUNTING STPMEK.
The superintendent of public instruction

shall establish a uniform accounting !pram for
area schools subject to the approval of the
auditor of state. The accounting system shall
provide for crediting all funds received in the
form art federal aid, state aid, tuition, and
miscellam.ous fees to four separate accounts, as
follows:

1. Arts and science education.
2. Vocational-tea hnical elication.
3. General adult education.
4. Co-operative programs or services.
All expenditures shall be charged to the

appropriate accounts. No funds shall be
transferred from one account to another without
the approval of the :superintendent of public
instruction, and notification of all such
transfers shall be given to the state
comptroller. The accounting system of each area
school shall be audited annually by the auditor
of state.
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A COMPARISON/RANKING OF GENERAL STATE AID RECEIVED

PER REIMBURSABLE FTEE

FY '76

Ranking Area College
Reimbursable

FTEE
General
State Aid

State Aid
Per FTEE

Col. 1 Col. 2 Col. 3 Col. 4 Col. 5

VI Marshalltown 2,210.39 $1,951,610 $882.93

2 V Ft. 4pdge 2,803.58 $2,163,659 $771.75

III Estherville 2,120.59 $1,530,641 $721.80

4 XVI Burlington 1,870.61 $1,292,495 $690.95

5 XV Ottumwa 2,059.15 $1,369,324 $664.99

6 X Cedar Rapids 5,013.44 $3,305,535 $659.33

7 II Mason City 2,669.90 $1,754,538 $657.15

VII Waterloo 2,848.45 $1,850,204 $649.55

9 XI Des Moines 6,207.55 $3,993,509 $643.33

10 XIII Council Bluffs 2,462.18 $1,577,328 $640.62

11 XII Sioux City 1,997.16 $1,211,079 $606.40

12 IV Sheldon 1,001.38 $ 565,773 $564.99

13 IX Davenport 3,224.44 $1,807,460 $560.55

14 XIV Creston 1,014.89 $ 547,464 $539.43

15 I Calmar 1,929.07 $ 885,411 $458.98

High - Area VI - $882.93

Low Area I - $458.98

Range $423.95

*Data obtained from DPI Report No. 6200-C47446 - 1/77 indicates that a total

of $25,806,030 was distributed in general state aid. Data obtained from the

State Comptrollers office indicates that a total of $25.8 million was

distributed in general state aid.
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A COMPARISON /RANKING OF GENERAL STATE AID RECEIVED

PER REIMBURSABLE FTEE

FY- '77

Ranking Area College
Reimbursable

FTEE
General

State Aid
State Aid
Per FTEE

col. 1 Col. 2 Col. 3 Col. 4 Col. 5

1 VI Marshalltown 2,182.88 $2,146,771 $983.46

2 III Estherville 2,03002 $1,893,806 $932.67

3 V Ft. Dodge 2,767.93 $2,380,025 $859.86

4 IV Sheldon 951.73 $ 737,010 $774.39

5 XVI Burlington 1,852.56 $1,421.746 $767.45

6 X Cedar Rapids 4.833.85 $3,696,976 $764.81

7 II Mason City 2,673.34 $1,962,975 $734.28

8 XI Des Moines 6,268.40 $4,553,243 $726.38

9 XV Ottumwa 2,215.12 $1,555,115 $702.05

10 XII Sioux City 2,149.89 $1,502,642 $698.94

11 VII Waterloo 3,022.02 $2,096,543 $693.76

12 XI II Council Bluffs 2,627.72 $1,796,015 $683.49

13 XIV Creston 1,037.14 $ 691,692 $666.92

14 I Calmar 2,007.32 $1,326,141 $660.65

15 IX Davenport 3,134.34 $2,039,300 $650.63

High Area VI $983.46

Low Area IX $650.63

Range $332.83

*Data obtained from DPI Report No. 6200-C72552-9/77 indicates that a total

of $29,800,000 was distributed in general state aid. Data obtained from the

Stare Comptrollers office is in agreement with this figure.
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A COMPARISON/RANKING OF GENERAL STATE AID RECEIVED

PER REIMBURSABLE FTEE

FY

Reimbursable
Ranking Area College

FTEE
Col. 1 Col. 2 Col. 3

General
State Aid
Col. 4

State Aid
Per FTEE
Col. 5

VI Marshalltown 2,033.58 $2,238,326 $1,100.68

2 III Estherville 1,981.80 $1,992,789 $1,005.'

3 XVI Burlington 1,603.91 $1,562,035 $ 973.89

4 V Ft. Dodge 2,631.15 $2,556,210 $ 971.52

5 XIV Creston 896.01 $ 840,181 $ 937.69

6 I Calmar 1,864.50 $1.626,450 $ 872.33

7 XIII Council Bluffs 2,587.64 $2,229,588 $ 861.63

II Mason City 2,560.08 $2,192,515 $ 856.42

9 XII Sioux City 1,947.03 $1,633,166 $ 838.80

10 X Cedar Rapids 4,417.85 $3,686,010 $ 834.34

11 XI Des Moines 6,064.69 $5,035,761 $ 830.34

12 IX Davenport 3,030.34 $2,466,688 $ 814.00

13 IV Sheldon 935.28 $ 747,895 $ 799.65

14 XV Ottumwa 2,325.36 $1,771,067 $ 761.63

15 VII Waterloo 3,006.64 $2,135,419 $ 710.23

High Area VI - $1,100.68

Low Area VII $ 710.23

Range $ 390.45

*Data obtained from DPI Report No.6200-A82955-1 /78 indicates that a total of

$32,714,100 was distributed in general state aid. Data obtained from the

State Comptrollers office indicates that a total of $32.7 million was

distributed in general state aid.
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A COMPARISON/RANKING OF GENERAL STATE AID RECEIVED

PER REIMBURSABLE FTEE

FY 7 9

Ranking

Col. 1

Reimbursable
Area College

FTEE
Col. 2 Col. 3

General
State Aid
Col. 4

State Aid
Per FTEE
Col. 5

1 VI Marshalltown 2,085.16 $2,426,053 $1,163.,49

2 XIV Creston 836.54 $ 956,902 $1,1 .88

III Estherville 1,975.74 $2,248,231 $1,1 7.92

4 V Ft. Dodge 2,491.31 $2,784,581 $1,1 7.72

5 XVI Burlington 1,690.60 $1,812,703 $1,072.22

6 XIII Council Bluffs 2,611.16 $2,637,192 $1,009.97

7 IX Davenport 3,026.40 $2,810,818 $ 928.77

8 II Mason City 2,747.42 $2,476,198 $ 901.28

9 XI Des Moines 6,214.76 $5,593,837 $ 900.09

10 I Calmar 1,976.49 $1,732,626 $ 876.62

11 VII Waterloo 3,032.08 $2,657,243 $ 876.38

12 XV Ottumwa 2,383.11 $2,034,507 $ 853.72

13 X Cedar Rapids 5,558.18 $4,403,929 $ 792.33

14 IV Sheldon 98244 $ 755,039 $ 768.77

15 XII Sioux City 2,246.01 $1,720,141 $ 765.87

High Area VI - $1,163.49

Low Area XII - $ 765.87

Range $ 397.62

*Data obtained from DPI Report No. 6200-D16268-10/79 indicates that a total

of $37,050,000 was distributed in general state aid. Data obtained from the

State Comptrollers office indicates that a total of $37.1 million was

distributed in general state aid.



A COMPARISON/RANKING OF GENERAL STATE AID RECEIVED

PER REIMBURSABLE FTEE

FY - '80

Ranking Area College

col. 1 Col. 2

Reimbursable
FTEE
Col. 3

General
State Aid
Col. 4

State Aid
Per FTEE
Col. 5

VI Marshalltown 2,180.17 $2,707,690 $1,241.96

2 III Estherville 1,991.94 $2,464,600 $1,237.29

3 XIV Creston 869.87 $1,075,177 $1,236.02

4 V Ft. Dodge 2,615.57 $3,111,971 $1,189.79

5 XIII Council Bluff 2,727.78 $2,973,597 $1,090.12

6 XVI Burlington 1,925.60 $1,996,109 $1,036.62

7 IX Davenport 3,481.65 $3,460,903 $ 994,04

8 II Mason City 2,879.79 $2,733,833 $ 949.32

9 VII Waterloo 3,216.07 $2,997,490 $ 932.04

10 XI Des Moines 6,992.49 $6,313,960 $ 902.96

11 /V Sheldon 968.60 $ 868,613 $ 896.77

12 X Cedar Rapids 5,809.29 $5,120,162 $ 881.37

13 I Calmar 2,196.29 $1,929,040 $ 878.32

14 XII Sioux City 2,227.30 $1,910,996 $ 860.68

15 XV Ottumwa 3,144.04 $2,498,359 $ 794.63

High Area VI $1,241.96

Low Area XV $ 794.63

Range $ 447.33

*Data obtained from DPI Report No. 6200-D31254-10/80 indicates that a total
of $42,168,500 was distributed in general state aid. Data obtained from
the State Comptrollers Office indicates that a total of 442.2 million was
distributed in general state aid.
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A COKPAR1S0N/RANKING OF GENERAL STATE All) RECEIVED

PER REIMBURSABLE 'TEE

FY 81

Ranking Area College Reimigrble General State Aid
State Aid Per FLEE

Col. 1 Col. 2 Col. 3 Col. 4 Col. 5

1

2

3

4

XIV Creston

V Ft. Dodge

III Estherville

VI Marshallkown

911.78

2,807.77

2,286.57

2,557.42

$1,157,332

$3,350,750

$2,669, 781

$2,876,874

$1,269.31

$1,93.38

$1,167.59

$1,124.91

5 XIII Council Bluffs 2,862.62 $3,219,951 $1,124.83

6
XVI Burlington 2,094.46 $2,185,017 $1,043.24

VII Waterloo 3,399.93 $3,320,384 $ 976.60

I Calmar 2,301.20 $2,119,236 $ 920.93

9 II Mason City 3,219.74 $2,953,268 $ 917.24

10 IX Davenport 4,163.50 $3,739,631 $ 898.19

11 XI Des Moines 7,717.40 $6,914,838 $ 896.01

12 X Cedar Rapids 6,361.30 $5,582,281 $ 877.54

13 XII Sioux City 2,533.51 $2,159,952 $ 852.55

14 IV Sheldon 1,186.79 $ 976,636 $ 822.92

15 XV Ottumwa 3,484.14 . $2,701,059 $ 775.24

High Area XIV $1,269.31

Low Area XV $ 775.24

Range $ 494.07

*Data obtained from DPI Report No. 6100-D80440-12/81 indicates that a total

of $45,926,991 was distributed in general state aid. Data obtained from

the State Comptrollers office indicates that a total of $48.1 million

was distributed in general state aid.
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A COMPARISON /RANKING OF GENERAL STATE AID RECEIVED

PER REIMBURSABLE FTEE

FY - '82

Ranking

Col. 1

Area College

Col. 2

Reimbursable
FTEE

General
State Aid
Col. 4

Sate Aid
1/2)C FTEE

Col. 5Col. 3

1 XIV Creston 1,029.24 $1,230,374 $1,195.42

2 V Ft. Dodge 2,997.60 $3,567,213 $1,190.02

XVI Burlington 1,993.77 $2,346,369 $1,176.85

4 III Estherville 2,439.32 $2,833,457 $1,161.58

5 VI Marshalltown 2,679.46 $3,058,478 $1,141.45

6 VII Waterloo 3,370.56 $3,563,740 $1,057.31

7 XIII Council Bluffs 3,118.19 $3,219,951 $1,032.63

8 It Mason City 3,085.99 $3,136,863 $1,016.49

9 I Calmar 2,318.56 $2,282,580 $ 984.48

10 IV Sheldon 1,131.47
ag

$1,048,017 $ 926.24

11 XI Des Moines 8,046.59 $7,406,197 $ 920.41

12 IX Davenport 4,450.97 $4,030,795 $ 9p5.60

13 X Cedar Rapids 6,895.85 $6,027,161 $ _874.03

14 XII Sioux City 2,718.47 $2,159,952 $ 794.55

15 XV Ottumwa 3,786.23 $2,917,191 770.47

High - Area XIV $1,195.42

Low - Area XV $ 770.47 ,
Range $ 424.95

*Data obtained from DPI Report No.6100-E15869-10/82 indicates that a total

of $48,828,338 was distributed in general state aid. Data obtained from the

State comptrollers office indicates that $45'.9 million was distributed in

general state aid and ar additional $3.3 million in salary increases for a

total of $49.2 million. i
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A COMPARISON/RANKING OF GENERAL STATE AID RECEIVED

PER REIMBURSABLE FTEE

FY - '83

Ranking Area College

Col. 1 Col. 2

Reimbursable
FTEE
Col. 3

General
State Aid
Col. 4

State Aid
Per FTEE
Col. 5

1 V Ft. Dodge 3,050.78 $3,956,552 $1,296.90

2 XVI Burlington 2,041.79 $2,621,000 $1,283.68

3 VI Marshalltown 2,696.97 $3,388,395 $1,256.37

4 XIII Council Bluffs 3,086.64 $3,876,592 $1,255.93

5 III Estherville 2,554.01 $3,134,581 '1,227.32

6 XIV Creston 1,125.23 $1,362,803 $1,211.13

7 VII Waterloo 3,510.85 $3,979,147 .,1,133.39

8 I Calmar 2,332.67 $2,556,130 41,095.80

9 IV Sheldon 1,089.32 $1,169,982 $1,074.05

10 II Mason City 3,237.70 $3,472,555 $1,072.54

11 XI Des Moines 8,141.86 $8,264,185 $1,015.02

12 IX Davenport 4,687.38 $4,511,130 $ 862.40

13 XII Sioux City 2,843.62 $2,621,259 $ 921.80

14 X Cedar Rapids 7,552.78 $6,754,200 $ 894.27

15 XV Ottumwa 3,725.24 $3,274,854 $ 879.10

High - Area V - $1,296.90

Low - Area XV - $ 879.10

Range $ 417.80

*Data obtained from DPI Report No. 6100-E46523-11/83 indicates that a total
of $54,943,365 was distributed in general state aid. Data obtained from the
State Comptrollers office indicates that $48.1 million was distributed in
general state aid and an additional $6.8 million in salary increases for a
total of $54.9 million.
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A COMPARISON/RANKING OF GENERAL STATE AID RECEIVED

PER REIMBURSABLE FTEE

,FY '84

Ranking Area Collage

Col. 1 Col. 2

Reimbursable
FTEE
Col. 3

General
State Aid
Col. 4

State Aid
Per FTEE
Col. 5

1 V Ft. Dodge 3.083.01 $4,004,968 $1,299.04

2 XIII Council Bluffs 3,101.76 $3,968,275 $1,279.36

3 XVI Burlington 2,045.55 $2,567,864 $1,255.34

4 XI Des Moines 6,877.37 $6,203,90' $1,192.88

5 VI Marshalltwn 2,846.48 $3,390,728 $1,191.20

6 XIV Creston 1,143.62 $1,335,284 $1,167.59

7 III Estherville 2,662.64 $3,100,034 $1,164.27

8 I Calmar 2,295.07 $2,622,117 $1,142.50

9 VII Waterloo 3,526.79 $3,942,540 $1,117.88

10 IV Sheldon 1,091.79 $1,180,924 $1,081.64

11 II Mason City 3,276.38 $3,440,680 $1,050.15

12 XII Sioux City 2,695.00 $2,742,288 $1,017.55

13 IX Davenport 4 673.42 $4,437,580 $ 949.54

14 X Cedar Rapids 7,716.07 $6,730,256 $ 872.24

15 XV Ottumwa 3,850.95 $3,238,072 $ 840.85

High - Area V $1,299.04

Low Area XV - $ 840.85

Range $ 458.19

*Data obtained from DPI Report No. 6100-E69048 - 8/84 indicates that a total

of $54,905,514 vas distributed in general state aid. Data obtained from the

State Comptrollers office.indicatesthat $55.1 million was distributed in

general state ed and $2.5 milliOn in salary increases for a total of
$57.6 million.
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A COMPARISON/RANKING OF LOCAL SUPPORT REVENUE
PER FTEE

FY - '76

Total Local Support
Ranking Area College FTEE Revenue

Col. 1 Col. 2 Col. 3 Col. 4

Local Support Revenue
Per FTEE

Col. 5

1 IX Davenport 3,608.10 $ 830,590 $ 230.20

2 IV Sheldon 1,072.19 $ 223,910 $ 208.83

3 XII Sioux City 2,245.76 $ 446,378 $ 198.76

4 XI Des Moines 6,878.11 $1,327,882 $ 193.06

5 XIV Creston 1,077.71 $ 201,602 S 187.07

6 V Ft. Dodge 3,061.93 $ 570,804 $ 186.42

7 VII Waterloo 2,929.80 $ 520,959 $ 177.81

8 I Calmar 2,119.97 .$ 357,247 $ 168.52

9 XIII Council Bluffs 2,865.67 $ 464,779 $ 162.19

10 II Mason City 2,809.93 $ 414,489 $ 147.51

11 XV Ottumwa 2,255.22 $ 311,409 $ 138.08

12 X Cedar Rapids 5,754.32 $ 774,780 $ 134.64

13 XVI Burlington 2,123.33 $ 276,772 $ 130.35

14 VI Marshalltown 2,412.05 $ 310,136 $ 128.58

15 III Estherville 2,547.42 $ 306,010 $ 120.13

High Area IX - $230.20

Low Area III - $120.13

Range $110.07

* The above Local Support Revenue amounts were obtained from DPI Report

No. 6200-C47446-1/77.
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Ranking

Col. I

A COMPARISON/RANKING OF LOCAL SUPPORT REVENUE
PER FTEE
FY-'77

Total Local Support
Area College FTEE Revenue

Col. 2 Col. 3 Col. 4

Local Support Revenue
Per FTEE

Col. 5

1 IV Sheldon 1,018.81 $462,555 $454.01

2 I Calmar 2,272.72 810,263 356.52

3 XIV Creston 1,126.31 375,645 333.52

4 XII Sioux City 2,391.54 782,765 327.31

5 XI Des Moines 6,741.45 2,021,810 299.91

6 V Ft. Dodge 3,113.56 883,640 283.80

7 IX Davenport 3,477.27 973,982 280.10

8 XIII Council Bluffs 3,066.67 803,004 261.85

9 X Cedar Rapids 5,567.29 1,270,479 228.20

10 XV Ottumwa 2,425.33 548,861 226.30

11 III Estherville 2,691.99 566,440 210.42

12 VII Waterloo 3,104.48 605,824 195.15

13 II Mason City 2,896.13 536,908 185.39

14 VI Marshalltown 2,391.31 390,733 163.40

15 XVI Burlington 2,090.62 328,450 157.11

High Area IV $454.01

Tow Area XVI $157.11

Range $296.90

* The above Local Support Revenue amounts were obtained from DPI Report

No. 6200-C72552-9/77.
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Ranking

Col. 1

A COMPARISON /RANKING OF LOCAL
PER FTEE

FY - '78

Total
Area College FTEE

Col. 2 Col. 3

SUPPORT REVENUE

Local Support
Revenue

Col. 4

Local Support Revenue
Per FTEE

Col. 5

IV Sheldon 1,001.98 311,575 310.96

2 I Calmar 2,094.06 598,966 286.03

3 XIV Creston 991.25 270,774 273.16

4 XII Sioux City 2,335.95 601,537 257.51

5 XI Des Moines 6,527.91 1,666,256 255.25

6 V Ft. Dodge 3,051.77 730,417 239.34

7 IX Davenport 3,572.14 798,573 223.56

8 II Mason City 2,701.09 544,171 201.46

9 X Cedar Rapids 4,936.54 984,037 199.34

10 VII Waterloo 3,138.02 594,940 189.59

11 XIII Council Bluffs 3,079.29 576,893 187.35

12 XVI Burlington 1,885.82 343,467 182.13

13 VI Marshalltown 2,258.47 407,201 180.30

14 XV Ottumwa 2,525:87 420,893 166.63

15 III Estherville 2,620.52 425,868 162.51

High Area IV $ 310.96

Low Area III $ 162.51

Range
$ 148.45

* The above Local Support Revenue amounts were obtained from DPI Report
No. 6200-A82955-12/78.
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A COMPARISON/RANKING OF LOCAL SUPPORT REVENUE
PER FTEE

FY -879

Ranking Area College

Col. 1 Col. 2

Total
FTEE

Col. 3

Local Support
Revenue

Col. 4

Local Support Revenue
Per FTEE

Col. S

1 IV Sheldon 1,036.89 $ 346,905 $ 334.56

2 XIV Creston 922.95 $ 290,654 $ 314.92

3 XII Sioux City 2,552.60 $ 732,644 $ 281.02

4 V Ft. Dodge 2,942.00 $ 837,679 $ 284.73

5 I Calmar 2,282.31 $ 648,850 $ 284.30

6 XI Des Moines 6,535.34 $1,724 530 $ 263.88

7 IX Davenport 3,474.72 $ 880,792 $ 253.49

8 VII Waterloo 3,159.76 $ 711,107 $ 225.05

9 II Mason City 2,874.02 $ 593,863 $ 206.63

10 XVI Burlington 1,962.56 $ 386,259 $ 196.81

11 XIII Council Fluffs 3,160.52 $ 614,753 $ 194.51

12 VI Marshalltown 2,290.21 $ 439,328 $ 191.83

13 "X Cedar Rapids 6,211.52 $1,104,691 $ 177.85

14 III Estherville 2,581.26 $ 447,577 $ 173.39

15 XV Ottumwa 2,586.62 $ 4351776 $ 168.47

High Area IV - $ 334.56

Low Area XV - $ 168.47

Range $ 166.09

* The above Local Support Revenue amounts were obtained from DPI Report
No. 6200-D16268-10/79.
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A COMPARISON/RANKING OF LOCAL SUPPORT REVENUE
PER FTEE

FY -'80

Total Local Support
Ranking Area College FTEE Revenue

Col. 1 Col. 2 Cal. 3 Col. 4

Local Support Revenue
Per FTEE

Col. S

I IV Sheldon 1,035.92 $ 349,068 $ 336.96

2 XIV CEL_Lon 947.86 $ 295,519 $ 311.77

3 XII Sioux City 2,464.75 $ 716,579 $ 290.73

4 I Calmar 2,452.84 $ 709,267 $ 289.16

5 V Ft. Dodge 3,065.61 $ 849,594 $ 277.14

6 XI Des Moines 7,342.34 $ 1,8261904 $ 248.82

7 IX Davenport 3,989.03 $ 947,702 $ 237.58

VII Waterloo 3,330.82 $ 724,699 $ 217.57

9 II Mason City 2,974.82 $ 644,070 $ 216.51

10 III Estherville 2,534.76 $ 511,734 $ 201.89

11 VI Marshalltown 2,399.00 $ 453,666 $ 189.11

12 XI II Council Bluffs 3,444.71 $ 646,775 $ 187.76

13 XVI Burlington 2,209.82 $ 386;814 $ 175.04

14 X Cedar Rapids 6,548.25 $ 1,123,709 $ 171.60

15 XV Ottumwa 3,309.28 $ 495,031 $ 149.59

High Area IV $336.96

Low Area XV $149.59

Range $187.37

* The above Local Support Revenue amounts were obtained from DPI Report

No. 6200-D31254-10/80.
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A COMPARISON/RANKING OF LOCAL SUPPORT REVENUE
PER FTEE

FY - '81

Ranking Area College

Col. 1 Col. 2

Total
FTEE

Col. 3

Local Support
Revenue

Col. 4

Local Support Revenue
Per FTEE

Col. 5

1 XIV Creston 1,012.49 $ 361,418 $356.96

2 IV Sheldon 1,240.71 $ 383,746 $309.30

3 I Calmar 2,564.03 $ 767,838 $299.47

4 V Ft. Dodge 3,362.15 $ 904,140 $268.92

XII Sioux City 2,853.30 $ 727,800 $255.07

6 XI Des Moines 8,116.26 $2,011,150 $247.79

7 VII Waterloo 3,546.34 $ 765,485 $215.85

8 II Mason City 3,320.96 $ 714,560 $215.17

9 IX Davenport 4,801.96 $1,009,782 $210.29

10 III Estherville 2,784.85 $ 547,643 $196.65

11 XIII Council Bluffs 3,486.66 $ 684,815 $196.41

12 VI Marshalltown 2,777.97 $ 500.125 $180.03

13 X Cedar Rapids 7,009.54 $1,150,989 $164.20

14 XVI Burlington 2,420.53 $ 394,109 $162.82

15 XV Ottumwa 3,711.03 $ 529,648 $142.72

High Area XIV - $356.96

Low Area XV $142.72

Range $214.24

* The above Local Support Revenue amounts were obtained from DPI Report

No. 6100-D80440-12/81.



A COMPARISON/RANKING OF LOCAL SUPPORT REVENUE
PER FTEE

FY - '82

Ranking Area College

Col. 1 Col. 2'

Total
FTEE

Col. 3

Local Support
Revenue

Col. 4

Local Support Revenue
Per FTEE

Col. 5

.,

1 XIV Creston 1,110.54 $ 392,543 $ 353.47

2 IV Sheldon 1,182.03 $ 409,731 $ 346.63

3 I Calmar 2,583.91 $ 854,313 $ 330.63

4 V Ft. Dodge 3,338.12 $1,002,537 $ 300.33

5 XI Des Moines 8,408.74 $2,225,503 $ 264.67

6 XII Sioux City 3,017.06 $ 776,614 $ 257.41

7 II Mason City 3,207.73 $ 795,532 $ 248.00

8 VII Waterloo 3,471.37 $ 825,,722 $ 237.87

9 IX Davenport 4,947.45 $1,077,491 $ 217.79

10 XIII Council Bluffs 3,690.59 $ 746,530 $ 202.28

11 I Estherville 2,890.61 $ 579,940 $ 200.63

12 XVI Burlington 2,318.80 $ 439,963 $ 189.74

13 VI Marshalltown 2,847.11 $ 514,623 $ 180.75

14 X Cedar Rapids 7,632.82 $1,323,885 $ 173.45

15 XV Ottumwa 3,969.54 $ 612,215 $ 154.23

High Area XIV $353.47

Low Area XV $154.23

Range $199.24

* The above Local Support Revenue amounts wero obtained from DPI Report

No. 6100-E15869- 10/82.



A COMPARISON/RANKING OF LOCAL SUPPORT REVENUE
PER FTEE

FY - '83

Total Local Support
Ranking Area College FTEE Revenue
Col. 1 Col. 2 Col. 3 Col. 4

Local Support Revenue
Per FTEE

Col. 5

1 IV Sheldon 1,146.63 $ 427,538 $ 372.86

2 I Calmar 2,546.37 $ 889,678 $ 349.39

3 XIV Creston 1,193.08 $ 404,102 $ 338.70

4 V Ft. Dodge 3,411.53 $1,005,418 $ 294.71

5 XI Des Moines 8,622.90 $2,313,656 $ 268.32

6 XII Sioux City 3,140.73 $ 838,639 $ 267.02

7 VII Waterloo 3,593.35 $ 887,274 $ 246.92

8 IX Davenport 5,082.44 $1194,031 $ 234.93

9 XIII Council Bluffs 3,596.44 $ 802,489 $ 228.86

10 II Mason City 3,336.79 $ 760,137 $ 227.80

11 III Estherville 2,934.92 $ 598,183 $ 203.82

12 XVI Burlington 2,348,46 $ 450,624 $ 191.88

13 VI Marshalltown 2,848.20 $ 534,118 $ 187.53

14 X Cedar Rapids 8,206.58 $1,471,032 $ 179.25

15 XV Ottumwa 3,892.30 $\ 642,35( $ 165.03

High Area IV $ 372.86

Low Area XV $ 165.03

Range $ 207.83

* The above Local Support Revenue amounts were obtained frum DPI Report
No. 6100-E 46523-11/83.
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A COMPARISON /RANKING OF LOCAL SUPPORT REVENUE
PER FTEE
FY - '84

Ranking

Col. 1

Area College

Col. 2

Total
FTEE

Col."

Local Support
Revenue

Col. 4

Local Support Revenue
Per FTEE

Col. 5

IV Sheldon 1,135.72 $ 448,876 $ 395.23

2 I Calmar 2,472.82 $ 942,659 $ 381.21

3 XIV Creston 1,211.64 $ 427,393 $ 352.74

4 XI Des Moines 7,267.51 $2,473,269 $ 340.32

5 V Ft, Dodge 3,471.03 $1,080,051 $ 311.16

6 XII Sioux City 2,981.58 $ 810,821 $ 271.94

7 VII Waterloo 3,637.50 $ 952,346 $ 261.81

IX Davenport 4,961.12 $1,268,667 $ 255.72

9 II Mason City 3,369.70 $ 801,043 $ 237.72

10 XIII Council Bluffs 3,557.31 $ 844,481 $ 237.39

11 III Estherville 2,931.83 $ 635,147 $ 216.64

12 XVI Burlington 2,363.22 $ 478,923 $ 202.66

13 VI Marshalltown 2,955.92 $ 560,991 $ 189.79

14 X Cedar Rapids 8,272.55 . $1,541,771 $ 186.37

15 XV Ottumwa 4,013.31 $ 651,228 $ 162.27

High Area IV - $395.23

Low Area XV - $162.27

Range $232.96

* The above Local Support Revenue amounts were obtained from DPI Report

No. 6100-E69048-8/84.
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